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The Lieut. Gov. of Bengal,
Temple,

visited

this

nely

Sir

inary,

port last

tions of the public, we may have to

missiopary

there

above ‘reasons,

y

some

our

day.

is

of

Bhuddruk.
”
Your readers may recollect this little settlement made by school boys from Balasore,
We rest here on the Sabbath ‘with these
young Christians, Their crops have been
good. this year, and the boys ‘seem to be
getting on well. Their wives are. all girls
from Miss Crawford's orphanage, and so

this may be called a colony of famine or:

re
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ee
JANUARY

:

which

was

to

make

ing nearer to plane surfaces.

After the snow, the emerald leaves ;

to neceysilate lorg supporting tubes.

After the harvest, golden sheaves,

ever, astronomers of the seventeenth century, finding these very unwieldy,contrived

omer, says that ‘‘Alvan
scopes of his own make

This seemed

.

their discovery, could

After the furrow the waking seed.

Burnham, of Chicago,

the fourth satellite as well

——

Saturn,

$

Last wegk our Bengal and Orissa Yearly
at Bala-

the sons, both of whom

100

feet

long.

third

That of

tele-

inherit their father’s

genius.
Subsequent to Xhe construction of the
large Chicago ipétrument, J. Cooke & Sous
ot York, Eng
, made a glass of some 21
inches for Mr. Buckingham, and, still later,

and fifth satellites of the same plapet. Instruments of this description were sometimes over

a Clark

As a sequel, it is but justice to remark that
this glass was ground and figured by one of

and

Cassini discovered the first, second,

SA NTPURA
Ms8A1), INDIA,
: ite ‘28, here
organized

as

with

much more powerful instruments, so called.

lens near the eye.
Such were the general principles of the
telescope with which Huygheus detected

Missionary Correspondence.

difficulty

scope of 6 inches aperture has discovered a
large number of different double stars which
have been swept over unseen by several

glass coincident with that of the magnifying

re
SS Sn Teen See

with

In this connection ope of the first tributes
to the ability of this establishment as well
as its future promise, is the fact that Mr.

a ball and socket joint. This was controlled
by a cord so as to be pointed in any direction, as well as make the axis of the object

After the flight, the downy nest;
Over the sbadowy river rest,

only

be Megognized as such even by larger, noted
instruments from other work-shops.”

first enclosed it in a short tube furning by

After (be burden, the blissful meed ;

‘astron-

Clark with telehas discovered a

series of double stars which often,even after

How-

to dispense with them. As a result we
‘| have the aerial telescope.
Hartsocker, an-optician, fixed bis object
glass at the top of a tree or other high object, Huyghens, the eminent astrocomer,
placed it at the top of ‘a long pole, having

After our weeping, sweet repose,

the

This was the first ad-

Prof. Weiss, an eminent German

the

lenses of very long focus, thereby approach-

After the knell, the wedding bells;
Joyful greetings from sad farewells.

discovered

vance upon the Cambridge and Pulkowa instruments.
ivy
J
However, pre-eminence is not marked
simply by increase of size but by excellence
of work as well, and it is just here that the
Clarks win their highest honors. 'T'wo lenses of the sume diameter and, theoretically,
of the same power, may differ greatly as to
performanee.
?
At this point, let some other than an
American speax.
;

Silver stars when the day is done.

After the tempest, the lull of waves;
After the battle, peaceful graves.

Clark,

companion to Sirius.

After the shower, the tranquil sun;

After the clouds, the violet sky ;
Quict woods when the wind goes by:

G.

ing telpscope, in which the double concave
eye glass of the preceding was exchanged
for a double convex lens,—3ometimes a
third being also added to enlarge the field

in certain limits,

After the bud, the radiant rose;

the sons, Alvan

1p both these instruments, however, the
aberrations remained uncorrected, forming
an Susurga able barrier to sharp definition and preventing the construction of instruments of large aperture and high power. Yet even here a way was devised by
which this difficulty could be lessened with-

After and Over.

Meeting was regularly

tanced by the latter firm,—a distance which
to the present day. has not been lessened.
In 1859 they constructed a telescope of 18
3-4 inches aperture which was sold to the
Chicago observatory,and with which one of

followed the old form, astronomical refract-

of view.

27, 1875.

Meanwhile, |

well as all Europe was destined to be dis-

nearest the eye, heing double concave.
The former ‘was designated the object
glass and the lalter the eye glass. Then

em tp

manufacturdd.

two American houses had "arisen, that of
Henry Fitz in New York, and Alvan Clark
& Sons, in Cambridgeport.:
The former did good work and” produced
discs as large as 12 or 18 inches, but he as

double convex, next the object,—the other,

another’s, or whether
or not—is
responsible for the
3
3. If a person
per discontinued, he
must BM all
publisher may continue to sendit until
is made, and collect
the whole amount,
r the paper is taken from
or not.
8. The courts have decided that refusing to take
newspapers and
# from the post-office, or
removing and
them uncalled for, is pri
fucie evidence of intentional fraud.
4s
ena
atria

scopes were

strictly
part of

DECISIONS.

Here is where the skill of

bridge.
|
Nearly twenty years again passed, during which a lorge:number of smaller 1ele-

ANCIENT AND MODERN.
r
Telescopes are of two kinds, and are
known as refracting and reflecting. Tire
Any subscriber who will furnish the name of a
NEW ONE, can have the two copies of the paper at former, which for general purposes are the
$1.50, strictly in advance.
”
best and most widely used, were probably
Pastors are requested to act as ageyts for the Establishment, in obtaining subscribers, collecting ar- invented daring the latter part of the sixher
ng money, &c.; and “wher they do
century by Hans Lippershey and
this
are entitled to ten per cent. of the money teenth
they receive, except on money sent for clubs; then Zacharias Jansen.
Galileo, however, reitis proper
the subscribers should pay the commission, if oy is desired.
invented the telescope about 1609. His inBR
s
strument consisted simplyof two lenses, one
Clubs of siz or more, ONE

lens practi-

atory and the other t6 that of our own Cum-

Telescopes.

SPECIAL OFFERS.

SCRIBERS, can have the Star at $2.00 each,
in advance, there being no arrearage on the
old subscribers.
i
>

the

which was destined to the Pulkowa observ-

vows

Refracting

optically,

some twenty years elapsed hefore Merz &,
Maller of Munich, succeeded in manufacturing two tnstruments of 15 inches, one of

phan:
Muy the Lord make them a blessing here.
J.1.P

Kach subscriber is particularly
requested to uote
the date on the label
for the expiration of his subscription, att to forward what is due for the ensuing
year, without further remjnder from this office.
Liberal discount is made
to those who pay in adyaude, and our object is to secure advance payment
as
the rule.
?
i

examined

the optician is called into requisition, and
it is only hy a tentative process, rémoving
and balancing evrers, at the same time being careful not to introduce new opes, that
the finest glasses are produced.
As late as the year 1825 we find it consid:
ered the crowning glory of the illustrious
Fraunhofer to have constructed a telescope
of 9 192 inches aperture for the Dorpat ob
servatory.
3
Though glass-makers as well as opticians
were seeking for an increase of power, vet

to

recommend the immediate océupation

REMITTANCES must be made in money orders, bank checks,
or drafis, if possible. When neither of these can be procured, send the money in a
regis
etter. All Portmasters are obliged to
register letters whenever requested to de 80.
toners thus sent will be at our risk. Otherwise
they will be at the risk of those sending them.
© regular charges for money orders, bank
checks, and Post Office money orders may “bhe-dedacted from the amount due,when thus sent. Agents
are particularly requested to make their remittances
as large as possible and thus save xpolises,
Papers are forwarded until an explicit order is received by the Fubar
for their discontinuance,
rea
aand -untav ent 0 of all a rrearages
is made as re-

cally worthless.

the

sure

when

irregularities which render the

send a

For

committee

for,

sui face is almost invariably found to have

week, and sanctioned the eréction ofa Custom House and other public’ buildings.
Should the place meet the ardent expecta-

To whom all letters on business, remittances of
money, &o., should be sent. In writing to this office
the name of the State should always be given.
All communications designed * for publication
should be addressed to the ‘Editor, BOSTON, Muss,
Terms : $3.00 per year; or If paid strictly IN Ap-

VANCE, $2.50.

forming a substance of unequal densities,
If, however, it be cooled too quickly, bubbles and striee appear,
As regards the
second, it is a comparatively easy matter to
agrind a disc to what appears to be a section
of a sphere or plane, but this is only prelim-

bally is situated on a navigable river, only
20 miles from the sea. . Already three large

A WEEKLY RELIGIOUS NEWSPAPER

FOR" THE

CHICAGO , JANUARY 7,

. BOSTON AND

»
ptr:

one of 25 inches for R. S. Newall.

of Dublin

Huy-

Grubb

and Steinheil on the continent

were also doing good work. Y
Accordingly, when in 1870 the

sore. May it prove a blessing to this be- ghens was 123 feet, while Hartsocker made
Governvightéd land. The serious illness of three some over 600. When we consider the ex- ment entered into negotiations with the
of onr missionary sisters cast a gloom ager treme difficulty in the management of Clarks with reference to an instrument of 26

the session. In fact,
ence more resembled

that week of Conferhospital service than

attendance on Yearly Meeting.

We have

never had anything quite so somber at such
a time in the history of the Mission. Iam
thankful to say that all the invalids are convalescing nicely, and I hope may soon be
strong enough to resume their work,
Mrs.
Smith's change to the hills bas done her
much good, but it is still my firm opinion
that both ehe urd the Mission would have
gained far more by her taking a couple of

years’ furlough at howe.
The matter of occupying

Bhuddruk,

an

Oriya town, 43 miles south of’Balasere,came

before us last week on Mrs, Smith's request
for the Mission commiltee to visit the place
and judge of its claims,
Three brethren
were chosen a sub-commiliee for this purpose. We have visited Bhaddruk, and also
Chandbally, anew port 32 miles east of
B. Our report, will undoubtedly be in favor of making Bhuddruk™ our next station
for the following reasons, which seem to us
cogent: First,there is the fact,unprecedent-

ed, T believe, in our mission history, that
the people of Bhuddruk have repeatedly re-

such telescopes as well as their relatively
low power, the glory due these early discoverers assumes a high type.
.
But it is the achromatic refracting tele-

scope that forms the chiel and most

inches for the Naval observatory at Washington, they signitied their willingness to under-

take.it.

refined

means of modern astronomical research.
Light when passing through glass whose
surfaces are not parallel to each other, suffers dispersion. This is due to the differ-

plate about six tons, wag finished at a cost
of $48,000." The same firm is at present ep-

ent degrees of refrangibility of its primary
colors, the violet coming to a focus nearest

gaged in the construction of it§ counterpart

to

As a result, we have a series of confused,

colored images, the difficulty being aggramag-

nifying power,
ty due to the spherical form of the surfaces,

edges of the disc

by Mr.

na - observatovies, and
Francisco willionaire,
tions with the Clarks
struction of a 86 inch

This is called achromatic aberration. But
transmitted rays undergo another. peculiarithose nearer the

be presented

McCormick

to

coming

James Lick, the San
has opened -uegotiarelative to the conlens to be placed” at

some high point ou the Sierra Nevada
mountains.
:
Reference to the McCormick telescope
brings to wind a remark made to the writer
by Mr. Clark before the contract had been

to a focus sooner than those at the center,

This is called spherical abevration,and also produces a confusion of images, though
of a different character from the preceding.

These difficulties remained until Dollond, | consummated.

He

said, “I

told Mr.

Me-

an English optician, about the middle of Cormick that 1 would bind myself in writ’ quested, and continue to request, the occu- the last century formed the idea of making
ing to make a 26 inch glass that should
pationof that place by a missionary. This the objective of two kinds of glass instead ‘read print With equal easé ut twenty-six
of itself appears to vs like an indication of of one, which by having different dispersive times the distance a one inch would.”
We venture to say there is perbaps not
Providence which we can not and should powers and curvatures, should quite cornot overlook.
SEeondly, there is the fact rect Lhe aberrations and yet leave an out- another house that would have made "such
that the citizens of Bhuddruk have contrib- standing difference of refraction by which
a proposition, and America may well be
. uted so liberallyto the support of zenana the rays could be converged to a sharp fo- proud that while no country surpasses her

work there,

during the

past three years.

Neither at Balasore nor Minor have the
ndtives done half so well .in his respect.
Witly their own money they built a com-

cus.

Immediately

astronomy

zenana

teacher

ment of 123 feet.

But

none

pv

of

st in

upwards of 500 souls to the square mile in
the country within the jurisdiction of the

Ww

Bhuddrak

thomah

(police station).

L

An

astrenmomical

activity,

midst *‘the first living
scopes.”

she

has

in

her

constructor of tele0. C. WENDELL,

Dollond’s

teleseopes,

The Trwe German.

(wo

themselyes, both
the casual ob-

churdh

of a Sunday morning (he rarely

Christian Union.

less in practice

What Unitarians Believe.
¢

——

ld

An intelligent and apparently fair-minded clergyman writing to the Christian
Union from within the Unitarian

fold,

thus

sels forth some of its articles of faith. The
article begins by saying that underlying all
its

Christian Unitarian®sm,—as follows:
For example: the belief in God as the
Creator and Father. of all souls; whose

laws, by whatever way revealed, it is our
dutyto obey, and with whom it is our
privilege to commune in prayerful companionship. Having madeus to serve his will,
it follows he must in some way inform us
of what that will is, so that we

it.

may

serve

Hence the necessity of Revelation,

or

of divine influence upon the mind and conscience of man.
It i8 often said that Unitavians do uot
believe in Christ. If to believe in Christ is
to beds pupil in affectionate discipleship,
and to see in the Saviour’s face the image of
him with whom he was one in spirit and

for Unitarianism

a

love, and a practical

loyal

faith,

a cordial

discipleship.

Unita-

rianisw regards Jesus Christ as the Son of
God; not God.
He is the one sent; the
Revealer; the Anointed. In the life of this
wonder(ul being were crystallized, as it
were, or incarnated,
and thus made appieciable, the qualities of the unsearchable and

infinite God ; so that all who desire to know

the best and purest, find in Jesus the way,
the truth, and the life. - He is the one who,
as no other name cam be, is the influence

to lift the nature which cordially receives it
into the best moral atmospliere and spiritual life.
Unitarians believe that human

pature

is

not wholly depraved; that bad as are some
of its tendencies when unsanctified, there is
the possibility of holiness in every soul;
that man is ‘‘not ruined, but incomplete ;”
that it is the purpose of education to unfold
the possible, to perfect the imperfect, and
to prepare all the faculties for the service
for which they were intended. . Sin is either
a neglect or violation ol any known principle of well-being.
Virtue is cheerful

compliance with the'revealed will of God.
True freedom is found in cordial obedience.
To bring human nature

into

the "state

virtue and freedom is the purpose of

of

Chris-

of which, be its degree
right'large or small, it is

so

ciled'lo God. To secure
the objectof all of God’s

this atonement is
ministries.
The

punishment of sin has'this in

far

uvnrecon-

view.

It is

the surrender of himse!( in the endeavor to
win men to God becomes a nioral pewer on

human hearts to draw them into sympathy
with the cause for which he toiled and died.
He mediates between man and God; and
by his historic influence as well as abiding
spiritual presence becomes a power in the

souls

are

allied,

if, in
materials of different specific gravities,

fusion, the mass be cooled
heavier constituents sink

of beauty in the worlds of nature

too slowly, the
to the bottom,
i

rugged pature,

and yet with

a

keen

sense

and art.

ly, all who serve the

Cy

waa

Ld

wished,

It is said that republican emissaries have
left Barcelona and other towns in Spain to
confer with the Carlist chieftain Saballs for:
the purpose of causing a general rising

against King Alfonso.

Master

are carrying

It is farther suid,

in the event of the project succeeding,

that

it is proposed by a plebiscite to decide be-

tween a monarchy, with Don Carlos as King,
and the republic.
There is considerable
agitation among the republicans in Barcelona,
REA
4

‘Washington
Correspondence.
ol, Ares
WasHiNGToy, D, C., Jan. 20, 18375.
LOUISIANAYAFFAIRY.

The

New

sub-committee

Orleans

appointed

and

investigate

to

proceed

the

tov

conditions

of things existing in the state of Louisians,
have made their report, which has been laid before the House and printed.
It is evidently =
one-sided document, and calls forth the severest
censure from the Republicans, and not withow't

reason,

The committee or rather the sub-cors-

mittee, was constituted of the following wamed

gentlemen:
two

it

Messrs. Foster,

Republicans,

and

one

Phelps

and Potter,

(Potter)

Democrat.

The report is the*work chiefly of Mr. Potter, and

seeks personal ‘piety, while by rational the other two members of this committee are
amusement and ‘benevolent enterprise’ it strobgly suspected of belonging to that class of
Republicans
who entertain the opinion: thatthe
promotes the social power.
mission of the republican party is ended, and
Unitarianism does net claim that it bas that it is best to go over to the Democrats and
all the truth, or that it alone is the temple “White 'Leaguers”, and bring about the era of
of the Lord ; but bélieves that true souls of | good feeling and good fellowship and let the
d
any and every name are working under gne black man slide. These gentlemen were met everywhere in thes
Master and that we should live and let live,

respect.

Tol!

South with a most cordial welcome, were assured by the New Orleans “ committee of seventy”, and by many other urbane and polite gentlemen of standing, that there was no. trouble. .
There was only a * little onpleasantness”, a few

‘

5

As to the future life: While it bows in irregularities, sach as will now and then occur
reverence before that great mystery, Uni- in all free comniunities ; but no murders ‘or persecutions on political grounds. In short; Mr.
tarianism trusts
—*

.

Potter found there just what he knew his pariy

£&

found what our northern public men used to find

&
i

would have him find, and the other members.

that somehow, good

Will be the final goal of ill.”

3

i

when they traveled South in the’days of slavery,
It is confident that wherever the, liberated a class of polite gentlemen who stood ready to
spirit may be, it is in conditions wisely assure them that all was lovely and peaceful amd
and best adapted to its needs. . The ma- that tRere was nothing which the conservatives:
lign spirit will rightfully suffer the natural and the White Leaguers were doing which was
at all reprehensible or anti-republican... The race:
consequences of its ‘wrong; but there, as of doughfaces is not yet extinct!
here, punishment must be reformatory in
There will be a more. searching - investigation
character.
Even hell itself must be an ex- and the trutiwill yet be told. Speaking of the
pression of God’s loves; .met endless, but mission of the republican party being at an end,
passing away

when the

vile

are

and God has

*‘ turned

fo praise the cry

What heaven will be we
are finished purity, and

know

not,

mission will be closed, and

nor

spiritual rest, with

PACIFIC MAIL
This investigation still continues, but

———

of the Week.
—

has

elected

Hon.

Henry

L. Dawes to. the United States Senate, to
continue the illustrious line of succession
from Webster and. Sumner. It is an excellent choice.—In Maine, Hannibal Hamlin
bas been re-elected to the Senate, the con-

test lying chiefly between
Governor Perham.—In the

uo

de

velopments of much moment have yet transpired though the air is full of rumors charging many
congressmen with havirg been bribed im the interest of the subsidy.
On Tuesday, several of
these gentlemen arcse to explain, each one denying the impeachment.
It was
a question of

UNITED STATES SENATORS.
Massachusetts

that is when the me-

gro hashis rights and the demjeralic party zoknowledge him a man with all the rights whic
the white man enjoys. He said that the republican party must divide upon
other questions
when this is settled ; and if the Democrats desire
that this consummation may be reached, thex
have only to treat the black as a man.

all right compensations, restored companionship, and the ubclouded face of our Father—there is heaven,

; Events

privilege and they were allowed to proceed w itis
*

their disclaimers.
Among the witnesses

committee

summoned

thiggwveek was

befsre

Mr. Whi'elaw

the

Reid,

the managing editor of the New York
Triliume.
Mr. Reid has'laid about him,in ull dire etion=, very
heavy blows upon the heads of sever:l m mbers
of the House of Representatives, for | few months

him and ExNew York del-

egation, Francis Kernan (Democrat) is to
succeed Senator Fenton, whose
liberal past, charging them with having been brib:d by
Republicanism doubtless put him in bad the lobby inthe interest of the Pacific Mail Steam
odor.—In Pennsylvania, Wallace (Demo- ship Co., but he made a sorry exhibition of him
self before the committee, for he had to acknowIcrat) has been elected over Allison (Re- edge that he knew no'hing which could be provpublican), while Indiana elects Joseph ed against the parties said to have been implicatMcDonald to succeed Senator Pratt, and ed in this corruption. Ie confessed that his ediDelaware returns Senator Bayard.
— In torials in the 7'ribune were based upon vague:

Tennessee, Andy

Johnson

in Nebraska,

in Minnesota,

Cockrill

and

rumors

is the leading

man, Judge Dunphy

while Senator Carpenter will

in

Ramsey
be

returned from Wisconsin and Gen.Burnside

time

twice by the unan-

by reperters,

the mere tattle of the club-rooms in the great
metropolis! These are the foundations
uvpom
which bave been predicated lengthy ed toriaks
attacking the private and public character o f

in our

independent

jour

nals. Mr. Reéid’s advent into the mationul eapital has created quite a sensation in consequence
of the arrest of the gentleman at the ingtance o
Hon. A. R Shepherd, ex-Goveranor of this &is<
trict. He was twice arrest-d; first, on a criminal process for slander, and’ second
by civil
process for damages in the sum of $100,000.
W.
W. Corcoran, the banker, has bailed Mr. Reid im
the sum’of $5000, and -he is at liberty and walks

ceed Mr. Chandler as United States senator
from Michigan.
He has been for seventeen years one of the judges of the supreme
to which he was elected

and fabricated

members of Congress

elected from Rhode Island,— The
Hon.
Isaac P. Christiancy
has been elected to suc-

court, and a part of the

guessed at

In short, that his information was obtained frous

Missouri,

doubtless

chief;justice,

‘mous vote of both parties.
In politics he
was originally a democrat, but has been a our streets and the corridorsof the Capitol amd
free soiler, and republican. He is sixly- the hotels a lion.
three years of age, and a resident

of

Lan-

may be said of the whole northern country.
On the western prairies, particularly in
&o., the
Minnesota, Colorado, Nevada,
cold bas been almost unendurable, and

This
many persons have frozen to death.
Friday morning in Dover we are having a
thick-falling- snow-storm, which has continued for the last 24 hours, and will be
likely to leave us in milder quarters.

A LESTER FROM HENRY WILSON.
Vice President Wilson has published
long letter on the political situation. In

“We beseech you in Christ's stead, be ye

he says he believes the republican party
be a necessity of the

country,

and

3

i 8

Senator Howe, of Wisconsin, the other day informed the opposition in the Senate when this

repentant

reconciled to@od.”
wg,

1

8

be

-

SPAIN,

ly be won to virtue.
4
New Hampshire'has not, in ‘many years
These remarks will suggest the ‘way in [} been visited by so severely and continuously
which Unitarianism regards the work of cold weather as" that of the past three
Christ and its results. A growing school weeks. ' The mercury has averaged below
of thinkers led by Dr. Bushnell is inculeat~ zero all the time, while for nearly a week
ing a view of atonement which had ever ih succession it was from 16 to 30 below in
been distinctively Unitarian: that Christ by different parts of the State. And the sam?

of

as.cver,

could

reca tes interference by office-holders..

the chastisement or discipline which calls sing. He is understood to favor hard money
us back to our allegiance and our peace, and a revenue tariff, is. conservative on
Even the future punishment of hell will be. constitutional questions,” and a man of
the discipline by which, under the infinite marked ability.
5
¢
patience of God's love the lost will titfinateTHE WEATHER.

forward his mediatorial
and sacrificial
work, and can say as ambassadors of God:

contradictions,

than

where; but we may be sure that wherever

hospitality in a single organism, He isa saint
and a skeptic, a scientist and’yet, the most
unpractical man in the world, a coarse and

A true German seems to me as complete

4

policy toward the disaffected ones, and dep

or

then I earnestly object to the assertion so
often and so unadvisedly made, and claim

Paul said that he filled up that which was
bebind of the sufferings of Christ.~ Similar-

dises

its course,

of the lost soul.”

found

large

in

whom he has revealed to us as Father;
if
to believe in Christ is to ‘‘cast out devils,”

1 bundl@ of

of

about

diversities of interpretation, there are avoiding all jealousies of one another and
certain ‘‘broad lines of accepted belief” engaging in no other emulation than that
which represent thé doctrinal ' attitude of which may be entirely consistént with self-

world to which all true

—

sult when, turning

most 1 being converted, the soul sets itself Godreverent of men ; puts his hat over his eyes, ward, and by the Divine help gets the betbows hig head and stands in solemn devo? ter of bad babils and grows into good ones,
tion on his entrance into the sanctuary, lifts 4 or, in other words, is ‘‘born again.” ‘Beup his voice and sings like a
yet lieving fully thatit is by their fruits that
with hoarse untutored notes,
ks in the men ‘are to be known, Unitariamism dispreacher's exhortation (and gil the preagh- trusts all professions which are not illustrating Is exhortation) as it bis if depended ed by worthy lives; and insists that better
on if; in short, as respects the oubwasd, de- than ascertained soundness of belief is a
meanor, he is more Sabbathic than a Con- ‘character without reproach.
In its ethical practice; Unitarianism renecticut Puritan. But this same man will
be in a beer-garden digesting fabulous quires truthfulness and personal honor.
sees of hops all Sunday afternoon,and Lovein the howe; cordiality in the world;
in (lie evenjug will be shakin@Bls sides at integrity in business; purity in’ polities;
and manhood brave and sterling everya comic opera, and gazing with relis
zest gt the ballet. On Monday morning if where and in all things, it devoutly believes
you chance to meet him and introduce the in, and has lutie fuish in any ereed or
controverted issues of science and theology, church which does pot scggositively in these
4%
:
you would be surprised to find that he was directions.
It believes that the so%ial nature has an
a Darwinian of the most extreme type, putfing in one category the cosmogony ‘of important place in the promotiop of this
Moses and the myths of Homer.
How religious life; and through the appliances
these two sides of his character can accord of church fellowship, comminion, confer:
with one another you do not see, and yet ence, and the various forms of parish activthe man isat peace with hifself,_and, so ity; studies both to aid individual character,
fag as appears on the surface,
(both these and®o promote general efficiency. Through
"seemingly contradictory elementsof his life the Christian institutions, and more and
thrive and grow comfortably together.— more in the purpose of its people, though
goes in the afternoon), and he is the

of

gerver, viz:, the casting

proximity to Chaundbally, which promises glass, and subsequent figuring of them.
10 be the chief port of Orissa. There are
As to the first, glass being composed

nhsh

in

size.

and

population of Bhuddruk and vicinity,and its

a

new impulse. A Dollond telescope of fortysix inches was equal to a Huyghens instru-

lenses reached a very large
subscribed generously towards bis support. | In the construction of
1 have yet to hear of a parallel {o this) in radical difficulties present
these parts. Thirdly, there is the dénse apparently msignificant to

. fortable house for the

received

Number

i
J
;
He disappoints you continually, and you
The fruits of atonement we find in ear- yet has sufficient power to elect the next
never can tell what new surprise is waiting nest and truthful life. Qualities gentle and President. Ifit dies, he says its death will
in bis mentiil tunfoldigs. I see him in brave, virtuous and humane, are the re- be suicidal. He advocates a magnanimous

tianity, The soul uoconsecrated is in a
Washington University in Virginia, the obState of sin, and is subject to the retributive
ject, glass being already finished, while Yale
consequences
gfwrong doing.
To recover
College has ordered one of 27 or 28 inches.
it is to atone it, or make it atrene with its
Two glasses of 30 inches each ave io |
Creator, which is its normal state, -and out
progress in Europe for the Paris and: Vienof aberration from

and the red farthest from the lens,—the other colors being intermediate.

vated in proportion to the increase of

Suffice it to say: that the glass was

ground by them in less time’ than it took
Chance & Co. of Birmingham to cast it.
This wagnificent insirument, 32 feet long
and weighing with its macbinery and bed,

1875.

The process instituting the suit for damages
was served upon Mr. Reid while dining witls
Speaker Blaine, and now there is to be an inquiry into this arrest by a committee of the House,
as to whether a witness summoned here to amswer before a comnittee,
can be legally arrested
by any process while in the custody of the Scrgeant-at-arms.
About
forty members
in ‘the
House voted against the
resolutjon of Judge

Hoar, and these

bold gentlemen

pare themselves for
the Tribune, which
bitter,

may

pow

pre

assaultsin the columus
of
will be both personal and

NEEDED LEGISLARION.
There

are some

things

which

this

Congress:

bas not yet done, which it can and ought to do.
Cheap
transportation and inter-state Railroad
communication are matters in which the country

is interested. Then there are the southern trowbles growing out of the Louisiana embroglio. Let

this forty-third Congress grapple with this ques—
tion boldly and courageously, and

settle it in fie

vor of liberty, and the loyal country. will rejoice

This work belongs to the existiig Congress. It
it is neglected, who ean foreedste
the futifre of”
the oppressed and
South?
hd

misgoverned people of the
:
} PHAROS,

y
—
RTA
bs
rely WN
a
ricus Symmes, a son of Captain John CL
it Synies, the man who believed that the earth is

to

hollow;18 soon
to deliver a lecture in Louisville,

that it explaining and defending his father’s viewsg”
r

a

8

°
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Tht

word _of the Lord,

Questions

see Lesson

JERICHO

Josnua

Papers.)

TAXEN.

6:12—20.

GoLpeN Text : —By faith the walls
_ Jericho fell down
passed about seven

of

aftér they were comdays. Heb, 11 :30.

———

ha

Notes and Hints.
** The Captain of the Lord's host” gave
ihe plan of battle to Joshua which in capturing Jericho was followed.
It was a
novel plan, such as no

bumau hand

would

have'drawn.” It was not designed to
hibit the strategy and military skill of
Jews, but to impress both the Israelites
the Canaanites with the evidence of the
vine interposition.
THE CITY COMPASSED.
12—14, (1.) The city of Jericho

exthe
and
di-

THE CURSE AND WARNING.

first fruits to the Giver:
of

* accursed”,

explain

the meaning

moles

crated

to

The

city was

wealthy but a numerous population. The
plain of the Jordan was bordered here,
, both porth and south, by rugged cliffs,
among some of which the temptation is
supposed to have occnrred. Near
to Jericho is the scene of John the Baptist’s labors, and the place of the baptism
of our

ble

took

himself,

(2.)

any

took

part of its

sacred,

covse-

27:

The inhabitants of a city, and

the caitle of any people devoted to the
Lord, were, By the Mosaic law, to be put
to death, and all other property laid under
a ban was to be destroyed: The only exceptions were gold and silver and vessels
of iron and brass. See Lev. 27:29; Num.
31:54.
Hence Joshua did not establish
a new precedent, nor illustrate native

by his course,

Whether

a confedergey of Cifnaanites

from other regions woulligse come to the

rescue of Jericho. (3.) The plan of battle
which Joshua followed required him * to
compass” the city once a day for seven
days. Compass means to go around the

city, in order, back to the starting point.
(4.) The order in which the city was compassed is distinctly given: (he army, in
military

ranks,

led

the

procession;

then

followed seven priests blowing each a
trompet ; the ark of God came next; and
finally a detachment of soldiers called “ the
re-reward” and designed to protect the rear.

corporated with the nation.

just

ven-

trumpets, two in number, used as we use a

make the camp ‘‘a curse”.

one

ber

of horns

was

seven, of priests seven,

passed

the city seven times.

This use of

seven-was not accidental, nor did it signify

apy very important teaching.

It is called by

great

institution en-

a vague

a point

consciousness that

somewhere

where

this

ject, and, of course, it was not

necessary to

think of things

away,

per-

(5.) The sjlver and gold

treasury

Lord,”

used

of the

into

sound;

for he knew
a

the

vision

of

wn t{o.be a man, and
time
until as old as

lobg

brass

that is, were to be

iron, having

of

been brought, like

the spoils of the Midianites, into

railroad

train,

the

* finally”

the taber-

many * a sacred number,” symbolizing the
nacle of the congregation, were, no doubt,
seven days of creation. One line of plain
redeemed by money which was also cast
happy voices, the’ ripple of joyous mirth
language wouid outweigh the voice of any
into the treasury.
filled the brightly. illuminated rooms, for
number of such blind emblems. This pro.THE WALLS FALL.
youth and beauty were congregated there.
cession went around the city in silence.
They bad come, that fair company, to
The command forbade them to make any |. 20. The priests blew their trumpets benoise with their voice, to allow a word to fore the shout of the people; the shout fol- witness the flitting from her childhoods
proceed out of their mouth. This must lowed hard upon the sound of the trumpets. home, of the sweet girl who for eighteen
have made the army, to those on the walls This cry was the signal for the action of years had been (he light of that dwelling,
"of Jericho, appear most singular and per- divine power, and nothicg more. Faith the pride and joy of the parents’ hearts.
haps

ridiculous.

The

priests

with

their.

trumpets preceding the ark are said to
““pass on before the Lord.” The ark was
the representative of the Lord.
He was,
as it were, there between the cherubim.
If meant *“ the presence of.God is here.

The ark by ics power broke the Jordan in
two, and held back tke upper half of the
river, and

trate the

the

ark, not

walls

Joshua,

of Jericho.

will pros-

The

first day

“is described in the preceding verses.
11.

Verse

The account in the three verses we

have not noticed is of the second day,
rest of the six days were like these,
THE
15, 16.

SEVENTH

(1.)

The

on

seventh day, was compassed

the

last

seven

low their cry, God would not base rewarded their unbelief with a miracle. Curiosity

ings

pre-

pares the way for the scene of the final
catastrophe. Going about the city in this
way the Israelites inspected the walls on
every side, and saw that there wag no
chance of entrance through any part, or by

reason of any negléct on the part of the
garrison within. (2.) The impression of
this sight on the people of Jericho needs

studying.

At first the singularity of the

proceeding they would notice; then asa.
religrous performance ;-they would. cease

at Jast to respect and begin to mock this
hovel mode of warfare, deride the priests,
the ark and the ‘God of Tsrael, taunt (he

, silent Jews wilh’ bitter words, or if these
“

+ were not understood, with gestures of contempt. (3,) The Israclites did not suspend
any of their operations eut of regard for
the Sabbath, They contin
to ued
compass
the city on it as on othér days. There are

no means of knowing which of these days
was the Sabbath. Jewish tradition says
© it was thease day of the investment of the
city, bat tradition is so facile before human
hy

i

i"

;

i

0

a beautiful and

as disciplined soldiers, would also have had

its influence but the prevailing motive in

in an atmosphere of love,

the acclaim was confidence that the walls
would fall. The shout did not prostrate
the walls. That was done by superhuman

as human power can shield, from the storms

power.

Allthe

walls

on

every

side

of

life,

swifily

had

shielded

those

as

sunny

far

years

flown.

did

And now she stands on the threshhold of
a new life, the footéteps of her girlhood
the just vanishing into the past, the crown of

and

times.

and

life

wall, and the inmates were taken out of the | womanhood resting lightly on her brow.
house after the walls had fallen. *“ Every She stands beside her young heart's choice,

day was the same as for one march on thé’
Impressive,

render

gladsome thing. With abundant means at
their command, scarcely a desire of their
petted child had been denied. Enshrouded

might of course lead them to see if any result would ensue, and obedience to- orders,

not fall, but a great, section

on

was

one side;

built

on

and utters those

man went up straight, before him” therefore shows that the army was compact, and

not spread out about the whole city.

|in

er

the sehool-rooin cheerful and at.
let your

“es

that

riot

whose hand’she was

Never let a known fault go unnoticed,
Encourage parents to visit the schools.
Labor diligently for self-improvement,
Never compare one child with another,
Never attempt to feach too many things.
Never speak in a scolding, fretful manner.
‘
;

reading.
| Never

committed

Yes, he whose (uture

loving

seemed so

her

trust.

fair

and

prosperous, had long been dallying with
Even oa his bridal eve, he
was standing “on. a precipice; but his
friends dreamed
not of.

Some

of his

college companions could have told

it.

of the

:
recitation, except

in

among

the

pilgrims

themselves;

of the

one he had vowed to love and cherish, reThus, yielding to the
solicitations of her parents, she returned to

Had
God taken

him

into

from

the 'care;

her,

had

she

laid him, in all his manly beauty, beneath
the sods of the vallef_ the blow, terrible
as it would have been, would

hot

have

ut-

terly crushed her; for his memory would
have been a precious,a sacred thing. But
to think of him so degraded, so sunk below
even the brute creation, to think of him

bearing that fearful

name,

that’ synonym

of degradation and woe, it was too much.
Reader, this is no faney sketch.
The
picture is a true one; and its counterpart

can be counted by thousands.
the land are heard echoing

All over

and

re-echoing

the moans of the victims of this terrible
foe. No pen can portray the wretchedness

and misery thatgfolow in his wake,
Thousands en thousands are yearly fal
ing into the drunkard’s grave, and yet the
long procession goes on
undiminished.
Even wcmen, by placing the wine cup to
the lips of the young, add constantly vie
tims to that sad procession.
In many a home of wealth and culture,
the ruby wine

is sparkling

and healths are pledged,

on

the

by

Christian people in its deadly draught.

saving

and as he

ness.

Poor,

deluded

happily much

3. Great light is had by the faithful,
They have the light of life. = + The Lond

indicated weak-

their

God is a sun.” In him is no darkness at
all. - Christiansgvalk in this light and bave
no occasion for stumbling. - If there be

some intermingling shades of darkness,they

will not last.

‘‘ Floods of everlasting light

Freely flush before Him;
Myriads with supreme delight
Constantly adore Him,”

but must

‘Sympathy for the Dead. "
BY

in'a God

and a hereafter.

and endouraged,

To glisten and to erystal lize.

Come pictures of the beautiful;

From buried hopes by ‘blossoms start,
We dwell —

The loudest song we ever raise,
Breaks not the portals of the tomb:
Alike the voice of hate and

her to

even

death

hsarts
should

their birthrights for the

poison

that de-

stroys body and’soul ?
Whence shall come the remedy ?
Prigriv.

The Pilgrim Train.
Ly
pees

:

How common it is, since the days of the
celebrated Dreamer, to-speak of Christians
as pilgrims and this earthly career as a pilgrimage. This is both pleasant and profitable, Bo numerous and striking. are the
resemblances between the
the comparison is neither

yunatural. . But

alas,

two. states, that
far-fetched nor

how

striking

the

clasping,

‘was

one of

whom any parent might ‘be proud; he
would cherish ‘her even as they ‘had done.

Or mingle in our solemn joy,
And drop a balm in sorrow’s cup,
And from the darkness of the vale,
To lift the fainting spirit up.

Oh, it is better far to stray
Amid the living sons of woe,
To scatter sunshine as we go;

Light to the Good.
BY

JOSEPH

FULLONTON.

ci

Through

To pour upon the living ear
The music of our fervent song,

Than chant around the sable bier
Our solemn praises, loud and long.

W—

the year, about one-half

of the

wm.

Again it is evening ; again that fair girl
is in ber childhoods home; but no gaily

attired crowd are (hronging those rooms,

»
uo. merry laughter echoes in those - hulls.
pupils see that they gan She sits alone, in an attitude of utter wear‘

become *‘ new,” said, “ My days are pleasant and my dreams are sweet.”’
Jacob at Bethel dreamed of a ladder of

The

ladder

pre-

figured Christ. Others of the ancients had
wonderful dreams, opening to their aston:
ished view glorious coming events. ** God
speaketh in dreams and visions of the
night.” ** Your young men shall see visions and your old men
shall dream
dreams.”

Fig]

The best of books also declares that, * at

evening time if’ shall be light.” This has a
application.
The
All is sadness and
his mercy,
power
light, support and
Then there is glorying in tribu-

ing and exhaustive are the journeys they gladness.
perform. But in place of the way stations, lation. Faith's trial is precious. Then as
where thé Christian pilgrim is sure to re- -to the literal meaning in the night there is
ceive aid and comfort, and be cheered and the light of the silvery moon, of millions of
encouraged to press onward, our Hindn pil-, glittering stars, declaring the glory of God,
grims are exposed to all the hardships of his handy work, his grealness and power,
travel in a foreign land. Cheated and rob- The heavens above us exhibit one grand
bed, even by their fallow-religionists,
they panorama that delights, astonishes and has
are often left!to endure untold sufferings and a tendency to cause adoration and praise to
His works praise
die -untended and~aldne,; by the road-side the ever blessed God.
his
where ‘hangry
valtures, ‘dogs, “jacku]s, him, and while they are contémplated
saints
feel
to
bless
him.
To
is
light
also
at
wait to devour their corpses!
Andsas for

The home to which he would bear her, was | which animales the Christian pilgrim who
a home of luxury and beauty, a fitting shall be *¢ Forever with the Lord.”
bower into which to transplant that bright
This train of thought is awakened by
flower.

ly the case wilh the good. A while ago, a
young Christian, to whom all things had

contrast between the heavenly pilgrimage spiritual and a literal
and the one we are daily witnessing in this night of sorrow comes.
dark, heathen land! Here pilgrims are gloom. God manifests
indeed numerous. Long and weary, wast- sand love; the soul kas

how dark and dismal and filled ' with doubt
and uncertainty compared to, rather contrasted with, the sure and certain hope

the scenes witnessed to-day on a march
of 16 milés from Balasore to- this place.
Among the numerous pilgrims met on the

high road were the poor and destitute, who
begged most piteously for- something to
eat; the feeble and aged of both sexes with

Whiting near,

And o'er the sorrow-clouded clay,

between the two worlds.

I can tarry, I can tarry but a night.”

it may be,

Some parted spirit

24, 1874.

amazing length, reaching [rom earth to
heaven and then making a communication

“ Pm a pilgrim, and Pm a stranger,

They hear it not,—saye

To catch the sly hypoerisy
That sometimes trembles in a téar;

buked by the dumb ass speaking, viz.,
‘ Let me die the death of the righteous and
J.P.
let my last end ba like his.”
India, Nov.

ol

The songs of éve or
orn,
Can never reach the ear of death.

Few, after all, but would in the
What?
end, argue with him of old, who was re-

Basta,

2,

And friendship’s sonldespiring breath,

answers,

echo

vi

Nor reent the flowers of sweet perfume ;

+

cheered

offer us in place of our smstaining hope of
And

heath

" But then, tlie dead hear not our praise,

animated and sustained

blessedness?

Sart,

By sorrow’'s age

daring their pilgrimage here,by the hope of
a blessed immortality beyond the confines of
the (grave! Can this do them any possible |
harm ? What have Messrs D., T. & Co. to

future

ed;

The troubled foun:

states and
to believe

are

BARKER,

A calm rests on the surging deep,
Its waters yield to sweet control,
And thro’ the burning tears we weep,

Stranger still,

refelation

W.

And seatter there the-sweetest flowers,
Is love's delicious offering,
The work of friendship’s sacred hours,
The tears that moisten o’er the sod,
Where sleeps the dust we idolize,
Seem, "neath the azure sky of God,

|

among strangers in the hope of securing
future good. Had Messrs. Darwin, Tyndull & Co., lived and taught four thousand
years ago gnd convinced mankind that re
ligion is all a mere farce,—that man really
has no spigitual wecessities to supply,—no
God to adore and worship,—no hereafter to
either fear or-Mope for, what an untold
amount of suffering would have been saved!
But alas, for some strange reason, not yet
explained by the scientists, it is found to

believers in divine

J.

& Resvlved, That,” &c.
To press the fragrant sod of spring,

home
and
land, suffer
often death

be much harder for men, in all
conditions
to dishelieve
than

= Onward they go,

hoping and believing they shall in the end
gain that world where God is and where

feel sad at this melancholy spectacle? How
strong and irrepressible is the religious
element in the human soul! Old and
young, male and female, rich and poor,
alike are drawn.by it, from
friends to wander in a distant
hunger, fatigue} sickness and

The clouds ave lifted and the

Saviour shines forth,

diminished the flow is inces-

after a higher good

light,»

gives the smallest part first. There fs ,
growth in grace, ‘* Then shall ye know if
ye follow on to know his goings forth: po.
pared as the morning.” + The path of the
just is as the shining light, that. shineth
more and more to the perfect day.”

sant. Who that has any acquaintance with
the buman heart and sympathizes with its

yearnings

from darkness into

astonishing

Bul in all cases of this transforming, Gog

prostrated

creatures! and

name is legion |

light is sometimes

sion as being *“ brought

himself at full length on the road and made
his mark, (then rising again, toeing the
mark and repeating the operation,) his
motions seemed feeble and

The

God's marvelous. and

nection alko a poor, weary Dun-dan battee, whom we met this afternoon. He had a
sad, sorrowful look,

grace.

great at first, The Bible speaks of conver.

covered carts in true old style.
I myst not fail to mention in ‘this con-

board,

aye, pledged

hopeis feehle

lighter. ~ This gives joy.’ So ‘in a work of °

as some

Thus this Pilgrim Ffain continues,as they

even,

and

not a pilgrimage made chief much.
afi
steam is equally meritorious
2. Increasing light is interesting, Qy
style pilgrimages which last early in the morning to necessary work or
even years of weary travel, ¥ sturting on a journey'theve is the'day sto,
ah not able to state. Differences of opin- in the cast and a few tints of light, But
don seem to prevail on this point even
they
increase.
It grows . lighter and

come and go, and as they have done for
bundreds of years. The wear and waste of
human life on this Juggenath pilgrimage
must be far greater than that caused by
all the wars in the land. Though now

degradation, until the safety,

small

Bat thauk God for that. The Tittle is wou,

Whether or
ly by aid of
with the old
months and

told that

wine kept in hiswoom, could have

When souls are converted, often

the light seems

it by land a distance of 300 mileste Pooree.

the serpent-of the still was even then coil
ing around bis heart, Little by little the
truth dawned upon his wife; it wasa fearful blow, one she ‘was illy fitted to bear;
but love made her strong, and hope whispered that the madness must be but temporary, that it could not be that the gratification of thatderrible appetite was more to
him than al! bis brilliant prospects, the approbation of friends, and the happiness of
his chosen wife.
Poor child! she was doomed to be unde-

| the music of her voice was no longer heard. ‘a sublime hope for the futureto chéer them
Of the hagpinass of her fature lite théy had in their dying moments; alas, even if their
little tear.) She had chosen wisely; he highest anticipations could be realized,

Teach both by precept and example- .

Make

bind

tried to suppress, filled their’ eyes; for
lonely indeed wonldbe their home when

«

Avoid governing too much.
Make few rules for your scholars,
Cultivate a pleasant countenance.
Never be hasty in rule or action,

tractive.
Banish all books at

a union

that

vows that unite two

sever, a union that should be immortal.’
With many-a silent prayer, the parents
gazed as they saw their treasure given to
the care of another.
Tears, they vainly

Capital Rules for Teachers,
Never be late.

vows

another; those

reason for the seven marches on the seventh
It makes

which

for the house
- of Rahab

We do not know its size, and ean form no
idea ot the distancé around fts walls. The
‘six days.

their

darling, showerinig upon her the warmest
love, scattering in her pathway those bless-

fol-

The
6

COMPASSING.

city,

Eighteen years they bad cherished

“Inspired the shout, for bad they not believed
tbat the prostration of the walls would

him, to whose care she had

loathe-

a

gladness.

ou the coast, or stage

#

If half the love, and half the grief,

time the sun is below the horizon and the
Ah! better far, to pledge in the poison most part of that time it is dark. Portions
tures that never come to us, often rapidly.
that instantly does its work of destruction ; of it, however, are usefully employed, as
nearing the ead, which we - suppose far
better far to give our loved ones to death's the evening, in which rome. work, some
away, Bat, what matters to the traveler
charge, before every spark of manhood is read and study to advantage, ‘or enjoy the
i coming darkness, if he is sure his guide
blotted from their souls.
blessings of religious meetings,
‘knows the way? And why need the Chris:
But what shall be the remedy?
Is this
About eight hours in twenty-four are
tian mind the darkuess ahead of him and
tide of intemperance to sweep on and on? passed in sleep. One-third of our life-time
into which he is ever plunging, while he
Is there no safety from the tempter's snare ? we are asleep. That is net lost. Our nathas a sure Guide ?
Is he to continue to walk unchallenged into ures demand it; we are rested and refreshCongressional halls, into our happy ed by it. And this is not all.
Dreams,
Life Sketches.—No. 5.
home circle ? Are our noble youth to be sometimes instructive, enjoyable and of
constantly pressed into his service, selling great use, come in sleep. This is especialIt was brilliant scene. The music of

for the service of the tabernacle; the
and

of a

and more vigorous than he. °
Thus we walk in the dark, picturing fu -

the

money to purchase sacrifices, the vessels

a.

remains of

the happy girl transformed
WOrn, Weary ‘woman.

ther away than that of very many, younger

(6.) The things eon-

were’ to. ** come

until

happy present. | To the little boy, fidgeting
with his mother's shawl, the word “finally”

wreck

The literal reading

secrated to God

prospects,

form seems to be all that

that home she had left with such glowing

that he pictured so far away.
And they
saw that the oid man’s ** finally” was far

is, *¢ are holiness to the Lord.” The Lord
makes everything that is his, by the refleetion of his own brightness, holy as hes

Deut. 7:25.

brilliant

some

wind

anticipations; returned with. blasted hopes,

grandpa,all this would be ended and a new
life entered upon.
But, to the angels who hovered over this
‘congregation, this ‘ finally” had a very
different meaning. They knew that when
another Sabbath congregation should gath-

and vessels of brass and “iron * are’ conse-

ence.

his

manhood, scattering to the

when

far

son, as a Sin of the whole corigregation. er there, hearts would bleed for * the little
The words: *‘ And ye, in any wise keep | boy that died.”
* Finally” would have
yourselves from 4he accarsed thing,” mean come to the little boy already.
They knew
that they should be careful, under sudden that under the young lady’s health-appear-.
temptation, to keep thengelves from theft. ing exterior, the seeds of disease were alForgetting to heed this Warning would put ready germinatiqg, thmt would bring * fithe whole camp under the same condemna- nally” to her ere
aWgther twelvemonth had
tion as the people of Jericko.
Joshua passed. They saw that, while yet in his
seers to foresee the evil that was. coming prime, the business man would meet, in the

crated un‘o the Lord.”

his noble

there wereSo many pleasanter ones in the

so very

when, having
lived a long,

co
eople
come by rail-

take one route and others take the other. A
better thus than to see, as she had seen, Jarge party ‘of up-country pilgrims arrived
that idol sinking, sinking, Jower and lower, .in the bazar heve, just after we came up,
with their large, lusty oxen and heavy,
blunting all his fine sensibilities, degrading

sub- quired a separation.

dinner was prominent.
And yet, across
his mind passed the shadow «of a time,

The theft would
by

some

was a welcome

bell for convoking the assembly, for sounding an alarm, and for giving expressions of | holy. This gold and silver was to be purifijby in the days of gladness and of memoed by fire. Num. 32:21—23. Idols made of
rial service. Num. 10:1, 2. The trumpets
the precious, metals were not to be saved
here used were loud-sounding, and were
from destruction, but stamped out of exist
made in shape of a ram’s horn. The num-

of the days in which they compassed the city
seven, and on the seventh day they com-

Before the mind of

services were almost done and

would become * accursed”, and

(5.) Some peculiarities that need attention ‘on the army.

in this order, let us notice: the trumpets
used by the priests were the jubilee trumpets. Lev. 23:24. The priests had silver

dim dis-

must end ; but it was not a welcome

(4.) The Isra-

be regarded, though done but

stirred

there was

it was

elites by appropriating any part of the spoil
of Jericho

Ab!

dowed, ad away off at the end was the
* finally.” We do not mean
that these
ideas took definite shape in the man’s mind.
Like a fine landscape secn through the
haze, from a rapidly passing train, the vision ‘was there, then was gone.
The young lady, fresh and buoyanty saw ceived. “It is the same old, old story, of
a long and joyous life bright and sunshiny resoiution formed only to be broken, of
before her.
It is true, that word * finally” sinking lower and lower into the pit of

(2.) It is evident that for the zon.

time, and,

** finally”

to be obtained,

for

voluntary with him to give or not to give
Jericho to the Lord may be questioned.
quest of this fortified town Joshua with his By divine command he no doubt laid Jer-army of untrained men, and destitute, of icho under a ban. 1. Kings 16:34. (3.)
the means for assaulting a walled town, Rahab and all that were assembled in her
was not prepared, and that he could not house were to ‘be rescued from the fate of
expect to conduct a successful assault.” The the rest of the city. The reason was that
inhabitants of Jericho were as surely pro- she bid the messengers, and they had promvided with enginés for repelling attack on ised on oath to deliver her from harm. The
their walls, as with the walls themselves. Lev says that, when brought out of the
If the place had been invested, as ip a Peity, she was, as an idolatrous person, eft
siege, the Israelites would have open.
without the camp, but afterwards was in-

Lord.

word

Whoever

God.

geance

that

this end, and belonged therefore

crated things and profaned thenf, Lev.

a

were there of

the middle aged business man stretched a
long vista of years, in which a fortune was

influence, little is known. That it was
wealthy above any othel city in the region,
is shown by the spoils of Achan. Fortified
with walls and gates and governed by a

only

shawl ; but

and be should enter in.

conse-

to

28, 29.

People

tance to each and all.
;
Through the mind of the aged man, from
mere habit, floated t e vision of a far-dway
time when great
g6lden gates would open

He

balsamun, the cyprusgin variety and abundance.
Of its rise, founder, early life and

treasure

sounding

represented a time away off in the

a word that

of ‘Joshua.

far-off

from her grasp the idol.of her heart?

uneasy little boy, braiding the fringe of his the tempter,

conveysan idea which accursed does not
suggest, and yet both terms are necessary
was to

a

Sabbath aftegnoon.

be accursed, even ‘it and all that are therein to the Lord.” The margin says ** devoted”, instead

What

allages, from the aged grandparent, to the

** The city shall

an offering to God.

not

STANLEY.

cheek, the eyes
though the salt tears had washe:l away all
their brightuess,—truly this is buta shadow
of the joyous young girl, who, with her
heart beating high with hope, wert. forth
from her happy childhood’s home.
i
What means this change?
Has death
entered her happy Gireld, and snatched

word that .Was to that congregation that earthly happiness with such

Israv] is to consecrate the gift, as a kind of

in the plain of the Jordan.
It produced
fragrant and fruit trees—the palm, the opo-

contained

to the nearest port

—

ass waoff,down.
at fist aButsingleit produced
ray ‘of Nghi'wiy
joy ang

Sig

road to Calcutta, whence they take steamer

BY EMELINE

* Finally”

17—19. (1.) Joshua devoted this city to
the ‘Lord: As the Lord gave it to Israel,

Many of these

We, By

and ihe aged

others, especially . cllldréin
SS

>| rode.

when the trumpet sounded, to shout. Their |
long silence was the background to this | * And, finally, save usin thy kingdom,
Amen.”
The prayer was
scene, making it more vivid and impressive for Jesus' sake,
We often listen “to prayers “in a
by contrast, (5.) The reason for. shouting done.”
which Joshua gave, as well as the pent up dreamy mood of mind, half hearing what is
dispositionso long suppressed, threw en- said and half wandering in other regions of
ergy<into their cry, making the oud
Jad thought. This is especially true of those
and startling. It was a shout of
(riftimph, portfons which we have ofien repeated, like
but of triumph that the army did neither the one with which this article commences.
win, nor even see how, by'its mode of war- And yet, from the very fact of having heard
them often, a certain wave of impression
fare, could be won.
The ory was of exulpasses
over the wind, each time the repetitation, only as was of faith.
tion occurs.
.

meant the city is doomed to destruction, as

Jericho

-

required, | fata

situated in an exceptionally fertile region,

“ king”,

ded

Filly. ©

was |

(4.) The |

people, at the seventh time, were

BY PROF.J, A, HOWE,

2 =

JANU

“C onimn

we can. not always trastit.
that the Sabbath was not kept |

their authority for neglecting it.

School Lesson.—Jan. 31.

:

eee

was their authority for the Sabbath
Sabbath

:

evening
time when God speaks(0 the mind |
in dreams as already indicated.:
It was night. : Tt was before the cold season cama. ' I was musing upon some things
that bad been read on the dark condition
of the world in sin.
The last. rays of the
evening twilight faded out, the languid,
fatigued hody was committed to rest and

soon gentle sleep came, .

1

** And as I slept T dreamed a dream,
The wonder ofsthe present theme,”

I speak in public only occasionally.’
But now a congregation was being address-.
ed. Bo it seemed in a dream.
The text
used was, ‘Light is sown for the righteous,”

We lavish on the silent dead,

Were thus employed,~what sweet reliel
Would sanctify the tears we shed.

* If round the liviag we would strew
The flowersof hope and love and cheer;
If we, instead of bitter words,

‘Would breathe soft music ov the eur,
This weary life would
fairer seem,
Aud brighter glow the morning sun,

And we should see,~not in a dream,
The reign of Heavenon earth begun.

Rev. C. Holroyd
Rev. Charles Holroyd died afte? an illness of three days, Oct. 23, in the 53d year
ofhis age. He was born in Yorkshire, Eng-

{ land, where he embraed religion ang com-

menced preaching.
After coming to the
United States he took the oath of allegiance

and remained true to the intereSts of his
adopted country.

lu Wisconsin he receited ordination and
proved himself to be a faithful ‘and earnest
preacher of the gospel.
;
He removed to Iowa several years since
and preached statedly to a number of
churches.

Positive in his convictions,

bold

‘and ready in his utterances, he was valiant in defense of what

he deemed

to be

right in all moral and religious questions.

At the time of his death he had no pastoral

charge, but had fraveled as an evangelist
amongst the churches, receiving assistance
to precure medical aid for his eyes, He
died 40 miles away from his home;

but his

remains ‘were brought home and buried
near the new meeting-house of the Madison
church. He left two sons and one daughter to mourn for a loving father.

& sermon was preached at his funeralby
the writer, Bro. A. Palmer and H, M.

Bailey assisted in the services.
It is hoped that a more extended notice
of this servant of God may be written by

one more acquainted with his history.
rl
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T

ery one in it.

hands. © Alas!

Never trust to another what

do yourself.

ness and dejection. - As

yon

:

should

:

a slight

is that the face once so

radi-

ant and beautiful? Only afew years
passed, but what a change !

have

carriages, loaded with Hindustani pilgrims,
slowly returning .home, Parties of hoth
men and woinen, were

ol

out

walking, while

{ibe

~

[]

wm
~~

tay

Itis a religious duty to sleep,and to sleep
enough; and he who does not may
be sure
he is breaking the sixth commandment,
which requireth all lawful endeavors to pre-

serve our own
others.

lite as avell as the lives of

There is scarcely

meter for men.who think

Hard

mental

work

a better
much,

health

than this.

is beginning

to kill

hen it interferes with sleep, ‘and
Bice his brain with ever so much

he who
energy

eight or ten hours a day,

prays

and

plays

five or six, and sleeps ‘seven or eight, will

never die of overwork, -~ But he

must make

a business of it. Brain:work, food,exercise’
in the open air, culture of the goul, social

clouted feet and weary limbs. O:hers of Ps. 97:11. S)me of the leading ideas recnoise is more ample means were riding in ox carts. ollected on awaking were the following, relaxation and sleep,~—these are the constitAsk two questions ent of the book for ev- lieard, she raises her head from her clasped We passed a train of 25 of these primitive to which others are added to make
it more
nents of good living, and they will be at-

vex you,

-

~~

complete.
;
: tended by health, wealth, usefulness and
1: A little light is valuibie. In 1806, the happiness. If anything else is wanting, it
sun was totally eclipsed. When it began to will be added thereunto. * .
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Lord’s

.
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Will.

was'a child.

]
Too oft & AUBREY Sit be done”
nt way;

'

Turn all life’s g.ld to gray.

~

Go on in ways
I can not understand,

Yet more and more this truth doth shive

From
failure and from loss;
|
The
wil that runs transverse to thine
Doth thereby make its cross.
!
Thine upright will
Cuts straight und still

And

coodness, order, reason,—we ean not prove
it, but we know it, we feel it; we dogmat-

ically assert at: let, him that hath ears to
hear, hear it!—shall ultimately prevail.
Next comes written legislation. In the
Mosaic Law, derived from Moses but reat a later date, we

confidence

have the

in a higher

order, ** behind the vail,” reduced into ritu-

al and symbatical forms for daily handling,

Then follows didactic history,—the annals
of the

reduced

race,

whose

by

the

specialty was religion,

* earlier prophets”

into

telling narratives, with a view to teach the
lesson, ever old and ever

new, that to for-

get and despair of the higher ideals isa
nation’s ruin ; and thata hundred recorded

deliverances on the smaller teale should
arouse the nation (or at least a * remnant”
of them) to energetic repentance and san-

ane

hopes of restoration.”

‘Then follow

the * later prophets,”—distinct, rhetorical,
oul
en preachers of the same
nd
truths ; couching their message
in forms
suitable 10 their day, and varying both in
style and matter according to the varying
horizon of their times and the different personal gifts and characters of the speakers,
Last of all comes ** Apoealypse.”

hy

this,

too—in colossal imagery and wide sensational language, suited to excited periods
of terrible catastrophe, of captivity and persecution,—aims still to say the same thing.
The oppressor may seem to flourish. The
Syrian En¥pire, or the Roman, may seem to

be carrying all before them. The bitier
persecutor may seem to be having it all bis
own way.

The righteous may

ery,

* How

long, O Tord, boly and true! But there
is looming, behind the veil, another and
a
higher order. than this. Itoply awaits
God's own time to be revealed. For history, too,

as’ wellas nature, is

s, and on the same ledge

of aromatic

shrubs—

the middle of the tray stands the dish of

There is One who sits serene, above

magnificent

who has

thrust iuto their orifices to keep the water
cool.
At meal-time a painted wooden
stool is placed in the center of the apartment,
a large tray’ is put upon it, and in

The oldest religious poetry that we have,
—by ‘¢ the prophet David,” Moses and others,—is all inspired with this one glorious
theme: *‘ the world may seem against us,
wicked mén may séem to trimuph, God’s
eople may
ery fora time, * My God, my
Hod, why hast thou forsaken me? Buta
reversal of this disorder is sure one day to
all this turmoil of waves and storms.

serve as

en leaves—often

Trust Taught by the Bib'e.

same

spotted

are ranged the edthen vessels for daily
use ; near the door
stand the large common
water-jars of red clay, with a few twigs and

if in parallel to thine
wil oth meekly run,
:
th nas in heaven and earth are mine;
will is crossed by none,
Thou art in me
And I in Thee;
Thy will and mine are done.
Selected.

duced to shape

the: traveler

subject

to

God's laws and is'no matter of caprice

or

rice or meat, or libban, or Stewed fruits,
from which all help themselves in common.
Both before and after the meal the servant,

or the youngest member
pours water over the hands

of the family,
from a brazen

ewer into a brazen bowl.
So quiet, so
simple, so humble,.so uneventful, was the

outward life of the family
Farrar's Life of Christ.

of Nazareth.—
’

(not Anti-ehrist) ‘rules ‘the. universe, ‘that
Reason and- hot unreason, Order and not

chaos, God and not the devil, are supreme
and must in the end be triumphant.

won-

derfal Semitic lesson-hoékof religion, the
Bible, sums up in a single-word faith. ' All
ethical,
18 there, concentrated in that
one burnin
focus of human emotion,

“love.” " All

ethical

speculation

is there

reduced to-its ultimate’ all ost
practical
terminology
in the Word “faith.” In «hort,
the Bible bids
us. shape our character and

guide our fonduet, amid the intricate mazes
.of life, rather
the conscience thai by
the ititellector’
the nafural’ law

the senses; it tells us that
“written on our ‘hearts by

the finger of God is as true and indelible as

the physical laws written. by. sanbeams on
the sky; it gucourages us, therefore to up-

_— Victory that Overcometh.
r—

——

Three things, the last of the flesh, and
the lust of the eye, and the pride of life,
are what you and [ feel working in us

every

moment.

world.

St. John galls them the

So remember that when

he

speaks

elation of t tiath: woveh by en
aker’s
hand ito fhe very 'textusé of onr being;
* and that afaith which risks ‘all,~ nay, sac-

will not; find itself dis-

But, it; also warns us

that in’ défails we ate zeny, likely, to be,—

taken,

but—entirely mis-

It narrates
for us’ how

unlike, yet how

thoroughl

infinitely’ surpassing,

all

their previous anticipations was the Messiah
of the Jews. It bids us comprehend how,

and

so more

than

fulfilled

avenues,

'1ts spirit. It

shows us how a series of Apocalyptic efforts
to skelch ont the future triumph of * God's
kingdom "over (he world-empires, signally
failing in’ time, in place, in circumstances,
yet more signally came true fu the barbaric

JA

¥
o

for

principle of charity, not going by legal
claims ‘merely, paying the stipulated sum,

ed under

these

re

———

THE ADVANCE FOR 1875 11
, Wide-Awak and Prog

circumstances. ~ Yet

shall not see anything seriously to interfere

principle of procedure in the common

a

ey

ressive.

e

with miracles. Science holds that God is
keeping the letter of his bond, but render- a God who works by law, and that it He
ing in each appropriate instance love's free- wprks miracles those shall come under some
will offering—would his movement provoke bigher part ot his will and laws. That is
no sareastic comment? would not such a all that science has a right to demand, and

A NATIONAL CHRISTIAN

WEEKLY,

en-

NEW

the werld in living a godly

It is
hiding

bave the

world

from yur eyes.

Sometimes it seems

it were too strong

for ‘us.

fighting againstit.

WT

as

is

We think,

if

po use

he

might overcome the world which

of us.

within

dragging wus out of heavall
that is good and hol
we

is outside

At all events, we might keep

out of

the way of temptation, and so be sale.
But this world within us, we can not escape from that. The evil. thought will
come, the vain desires will rise.
Everything seemsto be against us. We think
we may as well give up all hope of an entrance into the kingdom of heaven. These
ave the thoughts which come into a man’s
mind when he remembers how weak he
himself is, and when he

has found out how

strong the lusts of the flesh are.
God intended men to feel this,
He meant them
thoroughly to know how helpless they are;
bow impossible-it is that they can do anything without him ; for this is the only way
in which they can

everything with
For what

is

learn

him.

this

that

that
St.

they

can

or

John

do

says?

‘““Whatsoever is born of God overcometh
the world.”
The world is strong, but
there is something
stronger. still.
The
world is within you, and you can

not over-

come il, but there is within you something
else, which is strong
to save.
“God is
working in you to will and to do, of his
good pleasure.” = There is a holy thin
within you, and it is born of God and it
can not be oyercomeof evil.
St. John say's that if you have faith vou
can overcome. the world. © And what is

lieve is right, and what

some

one

else be-

lieves sis wrong. . It is a very easy thing to
fancy that you are better than other people,
because you think that you are a good
Christian and have faith, and that they

not.

have

All this is very easy, but it can never

overcome
the world.

It will not carry you

one step toward the kingdom

of heaven,

This is not the sort of faith which Abraham

had when ‘‘he looked for d city which bath
foundations, whose builder and maker is
God.” It is not the sert of faith: which
Moses had when he ‘‘chose rather to suffer

affliction with the
people ol God than to enjoy the pleasures of sin for a season.” It is
not
had
the
You

the sort of faith which St. John himself
when he’said, *‘Our fellowship ‘is with
Father and with His Son Jesus Christ.”
can not. overcome the world unless

you have a faith which will give

and jewels, ‘unless you

have

you

the

fel-

precious

things of the kingdom of: God to cdympare
them with. The world is strong,
but its
strength is a lie—you must overcome
it b
believing ia the truth, It you do fot wal
in the light, you will: stumble and fall.

But if your eye is accustomed to look upon

the Sun of Righteousness, you will not be
dazzled by the flickering lights of the

world. —The Literary Churchman.?

4

—

live, fearless,

the

same

time,

‘not

unreasonable thing,

now, perhaps, be

reas-

serted with the same emphasis. But the
general truth nderlying the specific state:

makes

mej.

er the head of CHRISTIAN WORK are » gathered news summaries and condensed reports of Evangelistic and Benevolent work, includ ing that of the YOUNG
MEN’S CHRISTIAN
ASSOCIATION.

It I say that God has

rain, for the Nile overflowed

watered the fields.
A little physical

Family Religion.

NEW FEATURES

Among the

ep

—

its

banks

geography

told them if the rain did not

and

would
fall

have

PREMI UMS.
the value ‘of the usual prefiums
put
Convinced that it is more fitting to

in the up-

faith.

Do

not.

be

simply

|

fered.

in your own

secured.

ous work, remembering that as the fra
grance of the flower is garnered in the bud,

good.

ren, can

lications exert themselves to increase their circulation.
/
‘We continue our offer to clubs as follows:

you

be such helpers

in

the

Gos-

of

admonition
‘mol

and

;

preash

gospel which we
of the gospel

inciples

so rich and full; for family piety: restores | strictly in advance.
i
Juvliness,

the Eden

promise and

and

i3,

at

once,

the foretuste of the new

. Clubs of six: or more, ONE-THIRD
ipha
y

the

earth
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brothers,
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young farms
the whose
side,were When
layAsasideandby. Iva
’

:

the oats and the barely, were springing up,

the weeds took advantage of the
and came up with them.
“ Do, you see, ” said Asa,

*whata

COMBINATION
;

part of the Creators plan.”
“I can only be resigned to. what.
not help,” said Asa. So he went to
and’ hoed ‘until the
and plowey

of |fer available.
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always helped me to meet my chil
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the walls; shoes and sandals are taken off tation, strengthen ng
:
ADVANCE will, as heretofore, give special attention’to * its department of Religious
would not the ect, but I take that that science takes,
at (he threshold; from the center hangs a an appeal to the Bible;
Intelligence,
which
is
already more compact and complete than that of any other religious weeklamp which forms the only othament of the sound of these samy words in the midst of
here is one thought to which I wish to di- ly. 118 'Childrews Pages
are always popular with
ear,
e young folks, equaling, during the
bargain
call
forth
some
looks
of
surprise,
room ; in some recess in the wall is placed
rect your attention for a few moments. Tae both in quality and amount, almost any of the juvenile maguzines. An original Serial Story by
.| the wooden chest, painted with bright col- if not of scorn, upon the face of the nego- idea is prevalent and among scientific men,
MRS. EMILY HUNTINGTON MILLER,
LE
| and among some who are not scientific men,
ors, which contains the books or. other pos- tiators P
rare merits as a story-writer are well kno wn, was commenéed the first.of November. Its
1 do not care {o add to these illustrations ; that every new discovery which teaches a L whose
sessions of the family ; ona ledge that runs
Tories oF THE TIMES discuss current events in the light of Christian
)
good sense, Its Home
around thesgvall, within easy reach, are the impression which I wish to produce18 law or sequence of cause Co effect in any
HINTS furnish useful, practical suggéstions to hou sekeepers, Its CoLUuMN OF TRIFLES is eaves
this:
that
one
must
not
papel.
elp
from
neatly
rolled
the gay-colored quilts
Spettion of nature pushes
further back. fully prs on the principle that ‘“a little nonsense now and then is relished by the best of

My will 1s set to g ther flowers;
em in my hand; »
Mine reaches for life’s sunny hours;
Thine leads through shadow land,
And all my days

But
Ax
All
My

RUING STA

a

followed any of those \children,—as I have
done—to their Hple homes, and seen the

’

———————————

Matlin
J

how Jesus looked and played when-he, too,

My will, dear Lord, (ron: thine doth z run

=

[AL i
x

beside their sweet and abundant fountain,
—may
perhaps form some conception of

—

ill

PRIA
thy

yo

terre

a
wn
Po

“| they wander abou. the hills of their little,
native vale, or play in bands on the hillside

Selections.
The

Wo Aih

in

ederim
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,

4
‘

J
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Birmsu ASD 'Cnurcn MEMBERSHIP, f we are extremely poot and teed assisty
cininently humane ‘and ‘Christian service,
nee
Fo a i es
This
topic awakens no little inquiry and very much,»
and should receive the aid thatit now asks,
Bro.
Tayl
is diligently
or at work 1n Al,.
Fresh, thoughtful,
es our own. Pressing the cup of Christ's which is contributions te help pur@hase the discussion among us.
bama, with prospects of success. Oy
i

he Morning Star.

| other professions.
richer.

far

life,— is usually

| their inward

| Their satisfactions are of the best sort. | salvation eurnestly to another thirsty spirit,
WEDNESDAY, JANUARY 27. 1875.
| They have meat to eat of which the ambi: | will hardly fail to bring refreshment to the
barrenness within ourselves,
| tious worldlings know pext to nothing.
GEORGE T. DAY, Editor.
grateful souls
of
sight
the
and
peace,
God's
|
Let our readers try to be among the helpG. F. MOSHER, Asst Editor.
| growing up into goodness around them, ful ones, Itis one of their highest priviED
(hhh
[ and the rise of pure affections in their own leges as well as one of their most. sacred
designed for publicaAl communications
sa
hearts, and the assurance of a satisfying duties. Begin ot once. Begin where you
jon Should be addressed to the Editor, and all
&e.,
efters on business, remittances of money,
portion in the better’life which every day are. Say a kind word in the ear that is
N.H,
shouldbe addressed to the Publisher, Dover,
makes more near and more real,—these
—iit
Offer a generous servicd to the.
nearest,
it

are the ¥iipgs that especially belong to him
whose herofe choice at first led him Hwm-

The, Heroic Choice,
.

»

’

LJ

The choice of the Christian ministry is
pot always an easy thing for a young man
of parts and promise. To stand by that
choice, through a score or twe of trying
and laborious years, often implies,

in

such

a man, a good deal of solid principle and
‘pot less of costly heroism.
The office is
" mot honored as it once was. The “occupant |
does not find his title compelling deference. ||
Sometimes it calls out avowed. distrust and
harsh criticism,
The exactions made of |
the minister are many, and large, and often
severe, ' The offered earthly rewards seem

small avd doubtful. The average salary is
moderate.
The
special
expenses are
heavy, if the needful appliances are to be
possessed,
Friction . is to be expected.
Short pastorates and frequent removals are
becoming the rule.
Few clergymen, in
aoy denomination, ave able to lay by

much

20 meet the demands of sickness, “or misfortune, or age. It is usually a lean purse
that accompanies the keepingof the precept, ‘Owe no man anything.”
The minster seems shitit away from the spheres and
methods of which other men avail them.
sélves, and so acquire place, and win distinction, and gather weaith. It is a life of

ed about this life in him.

One never finds

should hide his brilliant powers under the
hashel of an average pulpit, when he might
set them flashing ov the lawyer's candlestick; er-on the public stage of the politician,
or in the splendid temple of the scienfig”
Thatis not all fancy or foolish weakness
The
in the’ live young man of to-day.
question .of the ministry becomes often a
genuine ordeal. He may honestly distrust

copyists of his example.
We meet gem
now and then. It does us goed to meet
them. They are not always asking .what

It

seems

to need

more

purity,

more

‘faith,

more

heroism,

more

self-devotiop,

more

Christian, wisdom and human

skill’ than ke

an

average man.

dare claim.

‘is but

He

“Troe success ‘there requires génius and
saintship; he has neither. A failure in that
highcalitag seems Loth a wrong and a
disaster, and

a

failure

_Anfl20 be often

is what

he

fears. |

analyzes
his yearning

to

find the evidence that it is not the soul's an-

they can make

out

be

sure,

of life for

but

real

themselves,

but rather what they can draw from

it for

others. And they
practice the lessons
which they learn.
They take ai once to
serviceable work. Noyother sort interests

them like this.

They

are constsntly giv-

ing themselves away for others’ profit.

To

do _sometbing for you is their leading impulse and their daily study. Their faces
seem to carry a benedietion, Their tones of

voice are like a cail to courage,

a stimu-

lant to hope, a solace to grief. They very
likely make no parade.
They donot multiply words,
They may not have much

money to give or anything else that stands
as an equivalent for it. - They waste little
breath in speaking of their pity for you, or
Their sympaof their desire to help you.

deeds
that go |
swer to God's call, but rather the out-reach | thy gels voice in quiet
«of a doubtful ambition, or the questionable straight to the heart with a ministry 0.
impulse given by the prayers of an eager healing and comfort, and then they walk
«church,
or a fervid pastor, or a believing quietly on without stopping for spoken
mother who has dedicated him to Christ thanks, and the brightmwess they brought
anflftiis gospel. And when these Tast men- stays after they have gone.
There are no other people who command
tioned considerations are added to the oth- |
ers, is it so very strange that the young our approval like these helpful people. We

admire

“faui passesby the vacant pulpit, and seeks

brilliance - of iptellect.

We

are

a sphere where aspirants crowd aad rivals awed before thé power of a great thinker
The skillfal orator magnetizes
compete for what seems to demand so or actor.
us. We bestow plaudits and laurels on the
much less and offer so much more ?
We do not so greatly wonder over this hero. But, after all, in our heart of hearts
debate, however much we regret its too we pay the highest tributes, the deepest
to
frequent issue. If it be true that the num- homage, and offer our tenderest love
is meant by
ber of average men is too large who simply those who make us see what
to God
drift into the ministry, or crowd into it helpful lives. They stand nearest
him;
like
most
seem
they
thought;
ouf
in
reof
sense
‘or
without any preper fitness
that is
darkest
and
deepest
is
chasm
the
implies
it
that
true
also
is
it
sponsibility,
; to be like them
no little faith and heroism for vital and left when they pass away
and aspiration
prayer
our
of
burden
the
is
wpromising young wen to choose the pulpit
with;
an gpen eye,— so choose it that the in our best hours; we can hardly think of
<hoice survives and grows firmer through a heaven without finding'it especially attractseove or two

of

years.

There

are

often

soul-struggles over that question that reach
to the very center. Jacob's wrestling with
the angel Lill day break iscrepeatedin many

“a student's room or .farm-house chamber.
And still more intense wrestlings at times
wear out the night in the pastor’s study.
God takes note of many sach things which
men never suspect. It were well if they all

they are worthy; we will tread their

path

that sug-

more human than he to

ministry.

i boise

they ing

ne

up

a

part of

its company and give tone to its life.

Possibly we say to ourselves that some

people have a speeial genius for being helpful. So they have. So far as God fashioned them for that service at the first ,we may
fittingly thank him for it; so far as, with
his sought aid, they have fashioned themselves for it, as most of them have, -it isa

ber?

Current Topics.

sympathize

wlder men.

with

We do

these

not

young

hasten

to

and

accuse

them, or protest against their te'mporizing.
We know that large Christian service caa
be rendered outside the pulpit.
A hesita-

%ion 10 go int» the Christian

«ven a decision to

go

may prove no worldly

ministry,

and

‘elsewhere instead,

into the heart as that which Christ came to
instill and sustain; praying for Ways to appear in which we aid those with

whom we

come in contagt; beginning with the souls

or

that stand nearest to us, ‘in the family, or

pharisaic stone. God pity the heart if it
has faltered in theway of duty, bring it up
again speedily to the wital question, and
Zhen make it brave even to vietory.

shop, or the social circle, or the sauetuary
congregation ; content, to begin with little
things.and in most common ways,—doing

We throw no

or

ure and special infirmities. Even if we can
not hope to be a royal server or a Saint
Beneficent, we may really carry the helpful element with us, Getting the purpose

con-

dempt
of duty.

willfulness

merciless

—ia

~—ENCOURAGEMENTS.
From many and
varied sources comes the testimony that the
exercises and influence of the Week
of
Prayer bave Len very efficient in” quicken-

own troubles and discomforts! Much of our
There is.no other. way. of gloom and complaining springs from our

- whit as heavy.

of hardens,

every,

bidding him fill it as far as possible.
been a

long

and

strong

contest

Tt has

widl is yet a real experience in a truly. parade them ds a way of getting others lo
Christian sou). The fiésh-is still a.fop to recognize and pity us as: sufferers. If they
~ the spirit aud must be mastered, They | doit, we grow exacting and more than

mounce mammon worship, ’

And these pleas against the ministry uve
olten

of Satan.

They

are sophisms

(00.

“Three-fourths Who choose.other spheres, for

he sake of ease and honor and profit, are

chested. They

make a pértial

or total

t

—~Tae VICE-PRESIDENT'S LETTER,
The
present political condition of the country,

and respect it.

as it regards the old liberal Republican
sffection, the late reverses in politics

dealing with this -as- with

the later spirit

of Tobtility towards

military interference in New

disand

half succeed in believing we are martyrs.
If they refuse it, we become move. morbid

and unhappy than before.

If, instead, the

effort 10 help others wens made and persist’
ed in, the worries

of our

own

life would

~&_ Really

be seduced by the blandishments of power,
wor greatly moved by threats of discipline,
Mere politicians, who think they ‘can govern by the whip of party discipline, will
find that they can not thus reach or control
the thoughtful and independent men who
lash from the hands of the slave-

is lost

in Massachusetts, or inthe country, by the

and | now would throw the doors wide open

and

Christ and his truth, and imperiling the
whole future of his ‘church.
'
No one can properly complain that Dr. 'S.
does not magnify his office or sufficiently

»

need-

It is a plea for general lib-

erility among F, Baptists, and history is
cited to support the plea. The writer's position is peculiar, extreme, and we think

exalt the work of fu

a close communion.

conscience and can enjoy vigorous rhetoric;
but we subniit whether that is not overdoing

the thing rather too seriously even for heat-

party a new lease of power, ® .

ed debateor a desperate charge upon a
In thus quoting Mr. Wilson's letter we
redst-work Pach lal
a A
are not to be understood aspagreeing that
A REXGHod. ThA Js ‘a Motadle.pe- there is no vir(ue in the party with which
action throughout the country against the he is not-pllied,-and which his letter practiThe

sissippi

“his course

legislatare
has indorsed

Mis-

can be thé

case.

If the

terrorism really prevails

alleged
there,

state

and

of

if the

be sufficient reason not to be: too’
deciding upon an:
tion.

——A

Home por

tition known

‘extreme

long

in

of

ac.
x

course

+

INEBRIATES.

The

insti

as the Appleton Temporary

Home, in Boston, for the care and reclamation of inebriates, is ahout

to

be

incorpor-

to its neéds,. where'd Tome “will be logated and its good work protecuted.’

It js an

the country is grateful for

their influence:

:

‘Bro. Randlett, of Mass., is laboring i,

Minnesota this winter. He bas enjoyed
blessed work of grace in Money Creek
to other

fields

he will be a greg
that state,

poor churches tha

what we have often said; that we know
no more sacrificing, devoted workers

illogical sentence or

avow a more anti-baptistic

that.

sentimert

Ifthe only true form of the

than

church

be that representéd by what are popularly
known as ‘* union” churches, then Baptist
churches should not be organized and maintained at all; and that would seem to be
the idea of the writer; for, plainly enough,
his avowal could rot be made by a’ real’

small amount they expected.

We

repeat

of
in

God's vineyard than those that are striving
to build up our

weak

churches

and those

laboring to bless the ignorant and degrad.
“

ed in our own country.

They are worigy and deserving of our you,

inform

We

aid.

and

sympathies

brethren, that they are not receiving their

to us excellent

pittance this cold winter, and some of them

in intent and spirit, but not fresh or forcible
or logical enough to warrant an insertion,

every church member hear, feel, and do

Baptist.

His article seems

—————

he
rad. S—

Denomitational News and Notes,
Send the Items.

.

And so for the sake of this larger profit,

Bro. R. D. Boydston, of Sarber County,
Arkansas, sends us the Minutes of the

tion bas ten churches,

and

He also sends us the Minutes

ciation of- United

Baptists,

churches, and 419 members.
he writes:

297

Fort

members.

of the

which
Tn

will suffer for the necessaries of life. We
would that we could **howl” so as to make
something for these labovers,in Christ's vineyard.
We have not yet received a sufficient

number ef subscribers to pay the expenses
of publishing the Evangelist for the ensuing
Several have written us that & must

year,

We especially invite pastors and others
to forward to us any and all interesting
items of news from the churches, the Sunday schools, the fields of missionary lubor,
&c. These are always welcome. We never
fail to find room for them. Every success
gained ut dne point is an encouragement to’
the whole circle of Christian workers. And

|

his

Asso-

has 14
letter

We reply, how can we make

be published.

brick without straw ? _Every one says that

I have fost closed a three days’ meeting ; the

Liberty and toleration are gaining strength.

‘of a club of ten, and the pe Aze
scriber,
prepaid ; 80 cents a copy for a club of fige,
¥ yi
and the postage prepaid.

Re-

the Annual
Sample copy containing
port of the H. M., sent free to a
plying for it.
A. H. CHASE,
Hillsdale, Mich.

ap-

. Sec.

A Suggestion.
I bave a word to say to the brethren who
hove from the limits of the church

with

which they united when they professed
faith in Christ, and make their home within the limits of another.
Have you changed your church

standing

and united with the chureh where you reside? If you have, you have done right
in t
But il not, why not? You will
gay,
My brethren with whom I formerly
worshiped do not wish me to leave them."
Bat you have left them and placed your-»
self in a situation which renders it impracticable ever to enjoy the privilege you once
enjoyed with them.
Indeed, you do not
expect it. “What benefit do you derive
from

being

whom

you

&

member

aever

of

a church

associate,

and

meetings you can not attend?

with

whose

“I am

very much ttich®d to my old religious
bome.” That may be. Are you sufficiently attached to “it to visit it, or is it so far
that you can not visitit? Why
not unite
with the chureh where you now reside ?

Perhaps they need your help more than the
church of which you are a. member. Are
they weak?
Then you can help them,
Your-remaining as you are is a discouragement to the church and yields tio good to
yourself.
i
| Do you love (he people of your choice,
and wish their prosperity P Then strength-

en the church where you reside,by your
presence al conference amd prayer meel-

ings. Become a member with them. Cast
in your lot with them. Work with them.

Thatis the rule in the
denomination.

Per-

haps you think it.is of no consequence,
but you are mistaken, It is often and tru-

ly said that {he prayer meeting is the life
of the church.

Have

you

no interest in

the church, and no’ responsibility in this
matter, because you are pot a member.
You are a Christlan,. and whatever helps
| the canse of Christ, interests you.

Every

one should give their influesice to build ap

the churchof Christ first where they dwell,
and secondly, throughout the world. = Tt is
most effectively doné by co-operation: with

others.

Every

pastor will say to such

brethren , * Come thou with us and we will

do vou good,

for the Lord hath spoken

goor congerning the people.”
*
D. ‘WATERMAN.
£1

k

i

|

Home Mission.
A quorum of the Home Mission Board was
in session last week, ahd the declination of

Rey. E.N. Fernald‘as Corrésponding' Secreiary was accepted.

Tn filling the

vacao-

ey these facts had their influence: — The
ould spend, more,
tndy so. 43 710. be | Mission: Committee of «the last General,

| better informed,
our cause

would .prévail. | Conference re-iominated

thy

“acting See-

great contention with our close retary ds their first 'éhoice’. his objections
—As-the ‘brethren, but some of them are un’ting
to longer service had been reconsidered;
with our people. Lay our case before your
We have

NOTICE TO SUBSCRIBERS; ~&e.
business of the Printing Establishment is at
present transacted in Dover, and’ as some brethren and ask them to remember
delay is caused by business letiers being their prayers,

first sent to the Boston office, it is therefore

us

in

Bro. A. Scott, Dallas Co., Texas, wites:

the absent membersof the Board,

with a

single exception, had expressed an opinion,
andhall were favoruble

to

his

re-election ;

and he had been putfially doing the work .

Times ave hard and mouey more scarce
requesied that all business communications,
whether relating to the Morning Star or to than was ever known in Texas. Our church
is holding on as well as coula be expected,
any other department of eur work; be: sent The
Missionary Baptists (C. Baptists) have

during the two

ber some 70. We want to purchase some
land to erect a hduse of worship on, We
Home Mission Documents. The report have
only about $40.00, If you could send
of the Cor. See. of the F. Baptist Home us a good man who cin act as a bishop and
Mission Society and the last issue of the teach school, I think we could support him,
Evangelist are on our table,
Both are We want him to live in Dallas.
I will travel all the time as a missionary
strong and vital things, full of facts, hints,
it I can get a man to come here, I preach
suggestions, and ingisive words that carry for two ether churches, In Harrison Co.
live thoughts to the brain and effective ap- there are Freewill Baptists and a large field
peals to the readers. Rev. A. I. Chase, of for us. 1 can not tell of the trouble I have
Hillsdale, Mich., is the fashioner of both, had since I left the Missionary Baptists. I
was nol convinced by argument bu. by
and he will’ supply those who wish the studying
the precious word of God. 1 depamphlets. “See Home Mission slatement site you to use ull the influence you esn to
-| get the friends to help us build our’ church.
on next page,
~~

stranger. In viewof these facts Rev.
H. Chase was unanimously re-elected
Corvesponding Secretary. We bespeak
him the cordial and earnest co-operation
all the pastors and churches.

difect to the Dover office,

ly

it is very cheapat 65 cevts for each sub-

The last session was one Jong to be re.
membered on the account of the outpouring
of the Holy Spirit. ' ‘Pleasant Grove church
reported
39, it now has about 100 members.
Our churches are in a prosperous condition;

that our minister
wé'
hope’ may be earnestly hooks,
1
time i preaching and i
$0

The churches are ey.

easy, to frame a more

But this ‘doesn’t destroy ‘the force of ‘the | L f we could have some assistance,. and

letter, which’
Lh
pondered.

.

have been promised aid by the H, M. are
writing that they do not- receive even the

first hot and unqualificd debunciations of the cally opposes. There ave good men init, and church was lifted almost. beyond measure.

Presidents ' Louisiana ‘policy,

means will permit.

joying prosperity.

mode as any one can do; yet I could freely sprinkle a person who believed that was
the right mode.” It would apparently not be

loyal men of the land ure found, and where Sinith Association of Freewill Baptists in
they stand, who beliéve in the perfect equal- Christ. - From it we learn that the Associa-

ity of the races, and who, come victory or
defeat, life or death, mean to maintain in
its compléteness the equal rights of American citizens of every race, vagionality and
faith, then will the republicaff masses rally
and give the
again, achieve mew 'victori

building covered, and

are pushing it forward as rapidly as their

not well considered. - He hardly represents chareb, and now goes
the ministry.” We suppose he speaks only, work, We trust that
for hiteelf when be says: “I as fully be- blessing to our Zion in
Our missionaries and
lieve that baptism by immersion is the right

men {o be supported, their records in the

past and their preser.t affiliations, who and
what shall prevail if the republican party be
set aside ; when the country sees where the

principles is strong. Itisa needy fie
and will take time, labor, and patience to
accomplish much good.. The people gre
cursed with the fruits of slaps. ©
have their College

paper

on the subject, which it seems hardly

ful to publish.

in

church is weak and the opposition to libera)

The friends in Tennessed “are #ealously
not in-- at work to advance the good cause, They

We have before us now a lengthy

tried to destroy the church,

»

re

courtesy

“¢

other important

we ask for these items. We can not know
them except somebody reports them, Such
not alittle heated feeling has been awukIndeed, at any moment sinoe that election, I facts do not tell thenrselves here. Editors
éned in the struggle. But the result is hailwould have plirsacd a generous and magnan are not'clairvoyant any more than they are
ed with geneiil approval und spoken of fmons Joticy toward the men who then left
hopefully. A great presence will still be us, and now, without the loss of a single infallible. They can not safely invent these
missed in the Chamber; the -old imperial hour, 1 woyld, in all sincerity, extend the reporis. Let pastors and others forwaid
attitude and voice will be sought’ in vain; hand of reconciliation. T have believed, them, There is no necessary Tmmodesty
and now believe, that these men skonld be
the inberent rights of human nature will invited to . co-operate with the republican in doing this. It may be the way to exalt
not be exaltedas they have been when po!l- party, and share in ite responsibilities and Christ and his truth, if dove in the right
icy is threatening to supplant. principle. honors. I believe that peace in the South, spirit. And it is not of great consequence
But there is good reason for hope that the the blotting out of divisions on the line of if the writers regard themselves as lacking
new Senator will faithiully support the race, the advancement of real reconstrue- skill with the pen. - We dons care for fine
tion, permanent southern prosperty and
great traths so often and so forcibly set the success of the republican
party demand rhetoric; we want cheering and accurate
forth by him whose worth and fame were that all honorable efforts should be made to information. Send the real substance; il
withdraw such men from associations with will somehow find a form, and the senders
enriching the nation.
those who led them into the rebellion, need not be over-anxious about that.—Let
——“SWEEPING THE FIELD.”
These are brought such fearful and indeseribable ruin! us hear from many of our brethren. Let
them, and who still adhere to the “lost
the terms used by the Examiner in speak- upon
us hear from all parts of the denomination.
'
ing of an article, three columns in length, cause.”
It seems to me ‘that republicans every- Let us hear at once. Let us hear often.
from the pen of Dr. Strong, and which is to where. in office and out of office, should Let them especially report the faithful efbe taken from the Examiner and put into a subordinate all personal desires, aspirations forts for whieh the Master calls, and the
tract. The sermon of Dr. Behrends calls it and ambitions, sacrifice their interests if need cheering successes which he assures us shall
out, and nobody can complain that it is not | be, rally again for the party,invite in everybody, crowd its vanks, and bring to the not be withheld. In return, we shall be
sufficiently pronounced in its support
, of | front to the important positions or the gov- stimulated to fresh and higher effort to serve
SpSpeaking of what it ernment all the experience, ability and chai- our readers; we shall work with a clearer
close communion.
:
A broad, wise intelligence and for more definite ends; we
in the churches and acter they can command.
ties
calls the irregulari
communion service of other Christian de- and magnanimous policy should be prompt shall surely send out a better paper.
ly inaugurated and steadily and honestly
nominations, il says:
Sb
pursu
When the country already sees,
We ean not withhold our protest against as it will see, the only alternative presentthese irregularities without being false to ed, the real issues involved, the policies and
Home Mission Chit-Chat.
the friends of Mr, D. and Judge Hoar,

We dry our own ated, with an influential and reliable board
les€en and disappear.
d surest when trying ta of trustees, and proposes to purchase proptears soonest
soothe a weeping suffeier at onr side, The ety in Hudson, Mass; excellently suited

failore. They tog, but the load is tos
They contend and are. beaten. wail and whine go out of our voiee when
“ov Jeavy.
earnest and faithful ministers get on wo set ourselves to teach fretful lips to sing.

and

the tentionally ask for more,

for the sake of Principles deemed by them |
important and sac
These men can not

what

liberty

questions; we presume they would

Orleans,
. has

masters; nor can we recover

We wish to accord corres.

pondents all due

for the return of those who voted for Mr.
Greeley in 1872, and earnestly invite them
to reunite again wich their old associates.

between

doing avy High thing, The world bas: not ‘brooding over our hard tot.. ‘We hurse our blacks are actually set apart to be slain to
ontgrown
the need ‘of the cross.
~Self-de- petty cares and worries into lustiness. We thie extent that is claimed, then there may

who would serve God find it needful to .re-

pithy, direct articles, that throw real light
.on the question, may serve us and ou readers. But there is a proper limit somewhere,
and it will be a grateful thing if we can find

is

impertinent intermeddling of office-holders
in nominations and elections. Office
hold- 1
ers should learn from the recent
that they can serve the republic, n_ part
ing "the hearts of Christians, in cheering best by performing the
cial dgiies with |
pastors, in giving the churches fresh fervor | scrupulous fidelity. The
ay, and so it is proper te report it. The rising of
and zeal and faith, and in bringing out the left free to manage in their
interest of unsaved souls to give themselves without official interference, their [primary the level of spiritual life, the couversion of
meetings and elections, for, rightfully or
to Christ and his service. All this is very wrongfully, they have been compelled to souls, the lifting of a load of debt that has
grateful ; it may well give larger courage believe t
here are those holding office sat like an incubus or hung-like a pall, the
tts, in the country, and esand hope to those who have faith in prayer in Massa:
adoption of successful methods to organize
and long to see the gospel win fresh victo- pecially in the South—some of them in im- and bring into use the energies of the whole
portant positions,who do not fitly represent
ries. Let-them not forget their dependence, the desires and wishes of their localities, bedy of church members, the- development
nor cease to look up with earnestness and and who have not the public confidence. of fresh enterprise in promoting religion in
persistence, nor be weary in the well-doing The party burdened by such is not likely to the community,—any and all such items
which may bring on the whole land a rain be led to victory by their obtrusive in- are wanted. Not a small part of the interterference, either in Massachusetts or in the
of righteousness. We need nothing else so country,
est and value of a religious paper grows out
North or South.
much as this, andthe Hearer of prayer is as
The disastrous division in the republican of this free exchange of reports. The workers
anxious to grant this blessing as to bestow
rty in 1872 was to me a distressing event. thus feel each other's influence; the fellowt scemed 10 me to be the unnecessary sep- ship becomes real ; distance seems less; the
no other.
aration of comrades who bad toiled together for so many years for noble purposes and unity of faith and soul and labor becomes a
I did all 1 could by re- real thing; Maine and Kansas clasp hands;
——SUMNER—DAWES.
Massachusetts
at a glorious cause.
length sends Henry L. Dawes to take the monstrance and appeal to prevent it, ‘and in Sympathy and prayer for one another the
have since sought to reunite what was then distant toilers meet and strengthen each
seat of Charles Sumner in the U. 8S. Senate,
so disastrously and unnecessarily broken; other,

by resolutions, the ‘Connecticut Republican
this, we ican not wholly fail.- And the State Convention has doe the same, and
But the beroism thus demanded is vo gphere will widen, and the oppertanities in the First Congressional ‘District RepubItiply, and the successes grow, and. the lican convention in New Hampshire, Thyrswew orexceptional. thing. The ministry
of other days were
cplled Yo ‘exercise it. joy become deepéi’in” thé “Service 28 time duy, similar action-was taken, - T
ber
hay
86cond thought
of the country Ands yore in
bE
Their ¢hoice was. equally heroic,. They passes on.
How much this fielpfal way of living the President's policy to ommend
* wrucified ‘hopes equally dear,
.. They laid
quite a4" prédious things on the altar. would do to cure or make, us forget our first allowed, and wé are glad
what such
“They kept on in spite

S——

struck the

issued like that of the patriarch, and the “call and an encouragement to us to go and One might well tremble for the church if it
human soul came forth to be known as the do likewise, For, in a good degree, it is
really hung upon so slender and doubtful
@revailer.
:
. possible to us, with our average haman natthread as this protest. We respect a quick
We

treasurer

Market, Bosi

now tares to your own,
tired worker whose sigh
reaches your ear. Give
cheerful greeting, See
to-day for your parent,
pastor, your parishiever,

that we may one day walk beside them.”
.
|
There
are such lives, though too few.
gests a dragging of himself to this duty of
Will
the
reader seek to add one to the numservice, He goes about it as thongh that

in the gospel narrative anything

oe %ends, Who say, —“What a pity if he

of the

The

Helpful Lives.

man’s gye, with perhaps an old age of fee- as one that serveth in the newness and
blenessanilineglected poverty over at the- gladness of the spirit. His service as the
Zateway where the picture ! passes out of Great Helper is the natural and steady outsight.
And besides this personal shrinking flow of his heart.
It isthe fragrant blos. that is felt by the young man himself, there som of love, not a product fashioned by the
may be the plea or the protest of proud and mandate of law.
There are other helpers, less divine and
generous and appreciative and ‘well-mean-

thinks

Smile into the face that

property.

Deacon Henry McCoy,Central
ton.
’
.

called out a lengthy letter from Henry
Offer aid to the
Wilson, in which he sagaciously reviews
bly to the pulpit, and whose still more heof weariness just
the situation and offers considerable sengiroic choices keep him patiently at work in
“that little child a
ble advice.
Since sound politics plainly
it tq the end. We send hearty and earnest
what you can do
‘makes a part ofactive Christianity, it can
greeting to the young men who are learnyour child, your
not be out of place to meddle with thé
ing what this heroism is, and pray that they
for your neighbor,
Vice-President’s letter here. After 1efermay miss none of its highest froits.
for the stranger passing by.
Do it every
ing to the grave questions at issue, and
day. Don’t stop to ask about the rewards,
pressing for solution, he says:
that half spoils the service.
The rewards
—
Or
The republican party has made mistakes,
'The Master, whose
The noblest and finest souls are those that will not be lacking.
and is now paying the penalty of those mischeertully and constantly serve.
If they servants we are, will take care of that. The ‘takes ; but its ideas, principles and generai
licies have not been
ned. It has
can do this as the result of careful plans,and growth of generosity in the soul and of
hard work, and the steady putting down of helpful power in the life will be the highest ih taught by recent disasters that il is
mortal,’ and if it is wise it will heed those
‘selfishness, it is something to honor and reward. And others will follow or attend ‘lessons. It.would seem that neither selfthem.
He
who
says
the
giving
of
a
cup
of
admire and copy. Ttisastill better thing
ishuess nor stupidity could fail to underif they can do it as by a sort of sanctified in- cold water is noted in heaven will keep his derstand them, or-could misinterpret their
stinet and ruling ‘impulse, as though there pledges. The commonest work will be no import. Ifthe panty now dies, it will die
failure if one lives thus. For there is no by the hand of the suicide; for there is no
were nothing else that stodd in competition
lifeso. much to be coveted as that over arm other than its own pctent enough to
| with it.
strike it down.
It can not, I think, hope
This is what so clearly marked the char- which, when it has ended on earth, the rev- to recover its lost.prestige and power by a
erent
voices
of
the
living
shall
join
to
say,
policy of rewards and punishments, or by
acter and life of the Great Master.
He
party discipline. There are bundreds of!
came to do the will of him that sent him; —** Blessed are the belpful; they make
the earth brighter to our eyes and easier thousands in the republican party to-day
to serve and save others; to give his life a
for our feet; they walk in white now for who spurned the bribes and frownsof powransom for men. There was nothing strainet, And leit the whig and democratic parties

were (he only thing to be thought of. He
toil, of trial, of anxiety, of privation, of| finds his joy in that work for others.
It is
heart-weaf, (hat looms up before the “young his meat to give. ,He stands among men

himselfas he

toiler at your side.

contemplated
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months that the Secretary

elect was considering

the question.

of ac-

Seftaneg; and so could prosecate the work

We now puni-- during the balance of the year better than a
A.
as
for
of

A long file of applications for aid was
then read, and many of them told the touching story of a promising field of labor, the .
sacrifices of a few fried friends, and closed

with this alternative
is lost.

— a little help, or all

Almost nothing was

appropriated,

although the calls. were pressing and
results promising.

We know

the

that church-
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£8 Sod inisters
Winiseers

earn yoquests
that no with
ac- || Harp,”
* Songs
for 8. 8. and: Vestry,”|
Buv,C.H, WEBER has resigned the pus:
would ent
** Toe Treasure” No.
Land.2, * The Gol- | torate of the Saco,
Me., church, effect the
h
den Shower,” ‘The Young Choir 8, S, [fast Sabbath in February. In histo take
letter
of resigfeelings of dismay, and our own hearts gou won q'deveral others similar,
nation Bro. Webber ‘states that there has been
were sad, painfully sad, when we thought | Qumsrion Books i= Consecutive Union | scarcely a month in his four
years pastorate
‘of the disappointment -that would" crush | Questions,”** 1000 Questions and Proposi- | the converting power of God has been in but
the
;
ions,” #
ipt
;
tion
re
Y
aud’
olehivd
ersons
But what

could> we

do P-

Jt | lions,

Elementary

Scripture

Ques

church, . One hundred:

-

a

Do

and’ eighty-five

JA
J

i

.

©

N

A

siogy, with Pour. Mii bn

| the churches represented,

$2,000 of that amount was due on

the first

_—

.

work.

NE

day of the presenf month with the treasiry
overdrawn, a standing debt of $1000

Western Department.

against us,and that the receipts were less for

Rev. A. H. Huling, Manager,

Do you say, have faith in God

and go

forward? That is just what -we purpose
to do. Bat we shall advance only in the
use of practical and business-like means,
and stand before you as honest and honorable men.
We decided that first of all
you should understand the facts. Be it
known therefore that the appropriations

thus far made are about the same as they
thave usually been, and (hey have generally
been met

But

p

and Canvey

of

on

with

commendable

promptness.

the first day of Jan, nearly $2000

dollar in tHe treasury, and the receipts of
the comipg quarter, jadging from the last,
do not promise to be enough to meet the
Joaturing appropriation of the quarter.
"We luy these facts before the friends of
:Home Missions,

and ask, Shall we

involve

the Society in debt by hiring money to
pay-appropriations, or will you furnish the

56 Madison

Notes

St,,

Chicago,

with the So. Truro, Mass, church, and

Il.

Rev, W. H. PECK has resigned

Very fow

people have any just conception of
maguitude of the work performed

the
by

the

the

Post-Office

‘mecessary means P Shall we cease culti-

men, and call Brother Dunjee away from
Richmond, just as the harvest there- is be-

Department

ot

this purpose, is certainly a great and benefi-

cent

work hnd requifes the most

rigid

system of organization. - It is to the ‘heavy
work”

of the

Department,

however,

that

sponse to a requirement of the

dent of mails, reports

have recently been

made of the amount of second and third’

class matter received for mailing at fifty
of the largest offices in the country. These
classes include all printed and miscellaneous
matter exclusively. By this report we learn
that the total number of pieces originating

at these fifty offices during one month—

strug-

gling friends of the Chicago, Cleveland
and Lynn interests, You must look elsewhere or perish? Ob, how many worthy
must

suffer and die, if help is de-

subject is before you, and there is to be an

adjourned meetingof (he Committee, soon
as the indications of Christians and Providence shall signify what may be and ought
to be done.

Our ery is, Brethren, help !

In behalf of the Home Mission Board.
IL D. Stewart, Chairman.

Foreign Mission Apportionment.
The Board of Foreign Missions has made
the apportionment for 1875 upon the
churches. This has been done under authorization of General

Conference,

and

a

circular has been printed, addressed to the
churches and pastors. One for each church
in the denomination will soon be

sent

out,

appealing to each and all for help, in this
important work.
}
We have sent one this year to each church
within the bounds of the Central Association, for the purpose of calling special attentionto Foreign Missions.
The contri-

butions from the churches in the

Associa-

tion, may be sent tarRev. D. M. Stuart,
Buffalo, N. Y., orto the Treasurer of the
Parent Society at Dover, N. H_ In either

case the anfount contributed will go to the
credit of the association, in supporting
the
missionaries of its adoption. In sending to
Bro. Stuart,the money intended for Foreign
Missions should be designated as for that
purpose: lest it be counted on the general
fund instead. The churches in N. Y. and

Pa., previous to

(he

new

arrangement,

paid about twelve or thirteen hundred dollars per year for the Foreign Mission work.
#

More

should be raised

the present year,

if

they would keep pace with the advance of
the present day in this field.
Churches and donors outside of N. Y. and

Pa,, should send their donations
to Dover,

N. H.,

as

invariably

iadicated in

the

cir-

cculars.

his

ut Shelby, to take effect on the last Sabbath
March.

in

any church desiring his services,

the first Sabbath in April,

to

commence

Stone Ridge

church

Of

181,384 pounds. The reports from Boston
and Chicago are nearly identical, with
the odds in weight slightly in favor of the
latter—owing probably to the increased circulation of the Star in the West !

ENTERPRISING CHRISTIANITY. Gieat credit is due the Young Men’s Christian Association of Chicago for the enterprise mani-

fested under difficulties during the past two
years. It has erected and now occupies a
very substantial building in the very heart
of the city, with convenient

rooms

perintendent, Committees,

&o., A

for

Su-

prayer

meeting room and large lecture hall second
to%one for comfort and acoustic proper-

During these years, nine

hundred

thirty persons have heen connected with the |
church, and nine pastors have presided over it.
The present pastor, Rev. A. L. Houghton, was

settled in Sept., 1872,

The society is thoroughly united and prosperous. The church has received twenty-five persons to its (ellowship during the past! year, and

more:money lis’ been

in any previous year of its history.

Phe

is now enjoying a revival interest. /
AUGUSTA, ME.
Rev. C.F, Penuey, in a private note, speaks thus cheeringly of the religfous interest in his own congregation and else-

where in the city:

i

We are enjoying a very good degree’ of religious interest.
Some have professed conversion, and many of the membership of the church
| are striking a higher type of Christian experi-

it.

We

have

precious

union

in.

the year.
It was an occasion of deep interest,
and prepared us for the services of the week of

REV. L. W. MANNING has resigned the pastor

converted,

his

while.

the cause of religion 1s advanced.—Wednesday,

13th inst., some dozen or more of the neighbors
drew us wood enough to last a year.
a
T. A. 8
THERE

is a good

on Barter’s Island.

of

religious

:

Tt is now the time for closing np the last
year's work, As we must ‘in a: few days
remit a large amount to India, and our
fands are short, compelling us very soon to
make a loan to meet payments ‘falling due,

it is hoped that any who feel that they have

not done al) they intended
for the last year,
will send in their donations at once,

before

commencing on the work for 1875.
C. O. LisBY, Cor. See, & Treas.
Dover, Jan. 20, 1875.
- -

D. Lothrop &

Boston, have on hand
Singing Books
use in’

Sunday

and

Question

Schools.

They

Books,

tended,

are

good,

“but wete first issued ‘some years sirice so
that there is now little call for them. Newor books have taken their place in the
market and in the larger schools, where
the latest things can be had.
‘But there
are doubtless many ncedy schools, here
and there,

that

would

be

glad

to

obtain

them and could use them with great satis
faction and profit. The Messrs. Lothrop
propose to “donate these books to *such
schools as may send some one for a quantity to the store on Cornhill, or packages
can perhaps be sent by mail or express
when the applicants pay the postage or the

oxpress charges,

The following is a list

of (he books referred

to:

8. 8. SivGiNG Books :—*‘ Anniversary and
S. 8. Hymns” (a small book), ¢ Choral

.

yle,

0,

;

FOR

gonti

'9.gonkinne,,
[RBITATION
THE LUNGS,
« ‘A OF vorianabt
vO
permiamany is
THROAT AFFECTION

COUGHS
AND

i
is often

‘

«

HA

JFgr Bronchitis, Asthma, Catarrh, Consumptive

always good success.

Central

;

Institute.

Mrs C H Franklin,
Abner Toothaker,
Chas Farrand,
CH Lai
.
B F Hayes,
Mrs Lydia Elis,
Cash,

:

IH

‘have been th

Inoreseds

Asthma, or Phthisic.—A spasniodic

Benj Penney,

Phillips, $1 each,

:
4nd

jon of

with adry,

tenacious phlegm. “Brown’s Brone
Troches,”
will, in some cases, give immediate relief. If of
long standing, persevere with them—they
alleviate in time®.

J M Brewster, Sardh A Fenner, Lydia Fenner, T C

" Catarrh.—A form of Chronic Throat Disease,consisting in inflammation, which begins behind and &
little above the palate, and, extends up into the
nose. ‘“‘Brown’s Bronchial
Troches,” have
proved
very efficacious in this troublesome complaint,

¥

Mrs Seneca Remick, Mrs Joseph Truorgy, 50 each,

taay

the bronchiaktubes, which are covered

Walter DyFors, Mrs A P Foss, $10 each,
60.00

Bridges, John Blanchard,
r, $5 each,
{
Ronney,Mrs Pamelia H Aver» Mrs Judith Rich, $2 each,
Caverly, Dorcas Dresser, Ym Sargent, Phebe

ou hae

The demand for
purely upon their

©

P

! The reinarkable properties of

Brown's’ Bronchial: Troches

100.060
10.47
25,88
20.00
. 1.60
9.00
10.95
100, 00

£52
each,
Mary Bennett, LE Dame, A & 50Russell,0
W Young,

J H

od10,

Watrus, Boscobel, Wis,

Maine

OF ITS TERRORS.

owed

and Throat Diseases, TROCHES are used with

W P Fisher: Martinsburg, W Va.
8 W

3

COLP, OR SORE THROAT,
[Requires immediate attention
And gis should ‘be checked.
checked Ifa

immediate relief.

bo
a

P stickwell, Clayton, Mich.
Me Lean, Milton Mills, N i.

Odoriferous Sozodont renders the mouth enchant.
ing, composed of rare, antiseptic herbs, it imparts
whiteness to the teeth, a delicious flower-like aroma
to the breath, and preserves intact, from youth to
age, the teeth,
:

COUGH

having a direct influence on the parts, give:

Mich,

son, Me,
Bags, Ratuedss
Y.
Switzer, 8t Johnsbury, Vt.

Lo)

Brown's. Bronchial Troches:

“ GC Pataum, West Bethany, NY.

ndents

WA

3roiwe
Fellows.Mker—T I Yates--E | | COLDS.
md
Or
an
incurable
lung
disease
Books Forwardea,
the result.
BY Main,

E P Moulton, Littleton, N H.
“
T A Stevens, Ouleout, N Y.
p“ACH
n, Warren, Il.
. 1: Sarge th Wateroury Cen, Vt.

1%
616.30

G. W. BEAN, Financial Agent,

Lewtston, Mé., Jan. 15, 1875,

Singers and public speakers will find Troches
useful in clearing the voice when taken before singing or speaking, and relieving the throat after an
unusual exertion ofsthe vocal organs.

Foreign Mission,
Shapleigh, Me, per E H Butts,
9.40
A friend of missions, Georgetown, Me,per A Libby, 1,00
Mary P Root, De Kalb Center, 111,
10,00

Milton, N H, per W I Tibbetts,

4,00

OWING to the good reputation and popularity of the Troches, many worthless and’

Juvenile Miss. 80., Unadilla Forks, N Y for support
:
of Durga, per L A Penney,
20.
Nts F ¥ Harker, Rho
aN ;
to
to. 2.00

dam

Brown

n

pee.

or su

of

boys 8 in Inala A vi
Miss. or Ortonville, Mich, for support of
MySIn, per.L C Truax,
Blake, Charles st, Dover, N H,
Rev C

ten

Arthur

100,00

cheap imitations are offered.

5.

OBTAIN

of

expensive

the genuine »

which have proved their efficacy by a test
of many years.

Sold everywhere.
262

DOLL'S CRADLE.

PLOMA,

with ladies, in the place

ONLY

Brown's Bronchial Troches,

EVERY LITTLE GIRL
Skis.
SHOULD
HAVE
ONE.
Name Chichester on every cradle.
Fo:

all Toy and Furniture Dealers; GEORGE
T.
COMINS, Wholesale Manufacturer, 154 North
S* Boston, and 893 Pearl Ses New York.
47tf
7
:
WILTON
COLLEGIATE
INSTITUTE
WILTON, MUSCATINE CO., 10WA.

needle-work,

Fall Term ot 16 weeks, begins September Ist, 1874,

its work being much more handsome, requirin
less
time and not one-tenth part the expense. No: lady’s
toilet is now complete without it. A Machine, with
illustrated circular and full instructions, sent on receipt of $2, or finished in silver plate for $2.75.
Address The McKee Manufacturing Co.,
‘809 Broadway, New York.

The friends

union was completed, a series of meetings has
been held, from Nov. 30th to Dec. 81st, with excellent results. About fifteen were converted

is

The week of pray- | 20d reclaimed,

REVIVAL PROSPECTS.

and

the“work

still ‘goes on

using Frank Miller's Leather
Waterproof
Oil Blacking.

Winter Term, Jan. 5th, 1875,

Spring Term,

April 6th, 1875,

ECHOES

.

FROM

ZION.

SONGS!

field, however, do not indicate very marked | edifice.
results. In Peoria, and afew other places,
Christian effort is bearing welcome fruit,and

b
.
he coming
doubtless the
g

weeks

will

bear

on

their record the names of scores of souls
ih
born to a new life. It is, however, gener-

i

hams.

Centaur Liniments
allay pain, subdue swellings, heal
spavin,

[__ muscle

0.C. HiLis.,

Our

church

in Phoenix

is

lie burdens with the people?

WE

learn

that

the

church

at

Winueconne,

Wis., of which REV. J, M, KAYSER

is. the:

de-

with

good.

prospects

of

family use,

Yellow Wrapper

the

is for animals,

Notices and Appointments.

J
A

|t hree

of which was in cash, from brethren and
frignds of 2d Poland church, Poland, Me., on
the afternoon and evening of Dec.23; and also
the generous gift of wood for their fires during

Mr. Milton Al is, of
kirk, of J.

I

Quarterly Meetings.
Anson

Q. Mi—=Held its Dee.

Starks charch, Me.

willl a0

term’ ‘with

the

It was a session that will be!

3

Mayr Q, M.—Held its last session

with the

o'clock, P.M.

Valley

church,

cummen cing Friday,
N.

with

¥eb, 5, at 3 | O- Emerson.

C. MCKOON,

Thomas’s
Anthems.

Clerk.

HUNTINGTON Q. M. MINISTERS! CONBERENCE

Will

meet at the place designated for the next session of

WE

are glad to hear that a revival is

in

Rev. A. B. TAYLOR,is pastor, Thirteen members
have already been received and the good work
is still going on.

ent,—The Change

worls,~"' Go

of

the

Sabbath.

Bargin

Word To-day in my

Vineyard.”

FALLS,

Vi.

The

revival

"A.M.

well

with each church

work

goes on well. The church is being
revived,
backsliders
are
being reclaimed, and fifteen
were forward for prayers tast evening,

Jon, 18,

W. H. CHAPMAN,

attended

and

spiritual.
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aud continue over the following Sabbath.
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of the Holy Spirit in R generation. Minard,—Exe. }- ready popular collection, W, O Perkins.
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3:13.
Collins, —Divinity
of Christ)
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preparatory
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t
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afternoon.
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Books for 1875!
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Harmony church, commencing Friday evening,
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series of meetings there and much
to be the result

dozen,
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that he has just returned from a visit to Hender- the churches were represented by letter and |
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delegates,
A.
good
social
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series of revival :meetings near Bushuell, Il,
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B,
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Callie M. Strickland, of Meredith.
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flesh,
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for, with the distraction of the pub- | direct both pastor and people,so that in all things
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revivals ave reported among the Chicago
churches and extra meetings are still being
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lic mind
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ln Jackson, Mich., Dec. 3, by Rev.. W. L. Noyes,
Mr. Charles W. Williams anc Mrs. Harriet
Wi-
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er was very. generally observed here and | prayer meetings. This was in the Kennedy
elsewhere,
and in most cases was followed | district. Rev’s 8. Butler and A. Kennedy ata few of the meetings and labored with
tended
with special meetings for direct revival ef- real eflicieney. We have purchased a lot in
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of Zion are all
Every spool of the Eureka Machine twist is warties. The various committees having in casting in their mites toward
S. HANNA, Principal.
building a house of:
264
charge specific Christian work in different worship. A subscription of a thousand dollars ranted full size, and best quality.
parts of the city have been active and suc- was raised week before last, and some additions
To Consumpiives.—
Many have been haplyeow2l
cessful. This winter, anticipating the lia- bave been made since. A few evenings ago, a
AGENTS
WANTED.
py to give their testimony in favor of the use of
general
good
time
was
enjoyed
at what was callbility to suffering on the part of many worThings new and old in Sacred Song. Edited
by W.
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Wilbor’s
Pure
Cod
Liver
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and
Lime.”
Experi
SHERWIN. For Prayer, Pra
and
ival
thy poor who would willingly work if ep- ed a Levee; one of the results of which was a ence has proved it to be a valuable remedy for Con- + Best and Oldest Family Medicine. —SAx- F.Meetings,
comprising
the
leading
favorite
songs
Donation Purse of $50, for the benefit of the
sumption, Asthma, Diphtheria and all diseases of FORD'S LIVER INVIGORATOR.—A' purely Vegetable,
with
many
choice
new
ones.
The
most
desirable
portunity offered, the Association Lavy es- pastor’s sick family. Thus wants
Cathartic and Tonic—For Dyspepsia, Constipation,
are met and the Throat and Lungs. Manufactured only by A.B.
collection of Devotional Hymns and Music ever istablishedan Employment Bureau which has ereditors smile.
Debility, Sick-headache, Bilious Attacks, and all sued. It contains 128 handsome pages.
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THE Montpelier, Vt., Messenfer speaks in.
A Cough, Cold, or Sore Throat, requires
fe
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|. A newmovement has just been inaugurated encouraging terms of the revival meetings lately immediate attention, and should be checked. If
ONSTANT EMPLOYMENT.—At home, male or
MARRIED
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Richardson,
The
work
of
grace
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Jan. 21, 1874, Fernando L. Pmkham and Josephine
Address
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S, Wilis
often
the
result.
“
Brown’s
Bronchial
Troches,”
seems to have been thorough, and the results
Decker. Feb. 15 Wm T. Carey and Erther J. Barter.
liamsburg, N. Y.
18ted
hoped by this means to counteract some of appear to be of a lasting character.
having a direct influenceon the parts, give immediate
June 21, Florence M. Jewett and Nancy Reed. Ju
relief. For Bronchitis, Asthma, Catarrh, Consumpt- be 8, James F. Giles and Sula A. Pinkham. Aug.S8,
the attractions offered to young men by the
1 bion P, Giles and Bell M. Lewis. Aug. 8, James
ive and Throat Diseases; Troches are used aways
E. Lewis and Anpje N. Lewis. Oct. 12, David Mc
concert saloons and cheap variety shows,
DELMAR, PA.
Within this township
four
with good success.
Cobb and Harriet Wylie. Nov.8, John A. McInnis
which lure ‘only to destroy. So far the churches have recently embodied themselves
and Susan Dunton.
Dec. 13, Everett Barter and
Sarah Bourget. Dee. 14, Dennis B. Stover and Nellectures have been really good and well at- into one without a dissenting voice. Since the
lie
L.
Hutchings.
Dec.
24, James.S. Thompson and
Health, Comfort and Economy are promoted by

the place in meetings during the week of prayer.
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Rev J B Davis, West Buxton, Me.
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Rev. D.C. BURR and family gratefully acing but the rays of divine truth and the | knowledge
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Winter is now fairly upon us, and the Gams are
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to the lumber woods in various parts of
American Institute,
the country. Our advice to every man who goes to
the woods, be he captain, cook, teamster, or any
TO . W. McKEE,
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FOR
Anodyne Limmment and Parsons’ Purgative Pind’
Embroidering
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Fluting Machines.
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Bad enough to look aud feel bad yourself ; but no
John E. Gavit, Rec. Sec’y.
excuse for having your horse look and feel badly,
F. A, Barnard, Pres
Samuel D. Tillman, Corresponding Sec’y.
when for‘a small sum you can buy Sheridan’s
New York,
November 20, 1872.
Cavalry Condition Powders, which, given in grain
This. simple and ingenious Machine is as user) a8
two.or three times a week, will mdke him ldok and
the Sewing Machine, and is fast becoming
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Truss, which instantly relieves all suffering from
.
C. 0. L1BBY, Treas.
Dover, N. H. J
rupture. Is worn night and day with ease. Retains
the rupture securely. Effects a cure in a few weeks,
and is sent by mail to all parts of the country by
The Elastic Truss Co.; No. 683 Broadway, N. Y |
City, who send circulars free when desired.
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house (in Dexte ' Village.)
Next session frat Friday in March as usudl,
with the Dixmont and Plymouth church.
Bens. Foaa, Clerk.

CENTER, ORLEANS Co, N, Y,

rence.

ay

from Exeter, Montville and Prospect Q. M's,
which added much to the interest of the: meetings.—A collection was taken amounting to
$16.13 for the benefit of ‘the Dexter meeting-

Address at SHELBY

lars than ever before, as our expenses are
largely increased ‘by ‘reason of expansion

re-

ent,

He is now at liberty to correspond with

spouse be made to the appeal of the civeu-

a more general

was very

pastorate

bribe-1aking, defalcations and social corruption in high places in church as well as
state cast
a shadow upon the field of the

It is desirable that

«

gréfiate weight of 4,163,458 pounds!

cinnati,number of pieces, 1,534,628 ; weigh,

Shall we say to the

ferred ! Let every pastor aud the leading
members in every church, move in an effort to replenish the Society's empty treasary. Let cofiections be taken, the apportionment be paid, and prayer without ceasing be earnestly offered. These words but
feebly present the wants of the Society, but
we will not multiply them farther. The
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Bens, BurLer; Clerk,
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Thorndike and Knox

United = States.
The carrying
safely
and delivering promptly some millions of
LAWRENCE,
Mass. Last Sabbath, Jan, 17,
letters, postal cards and circulars weekly, was the twenty-eighth anniversary of the organ-

this amount the two principal Western cities,
Chicago and Cincinnati,had as follows :Chicago, number of pieces, 3,382,276; weight,
421,251 pounds, or a daily average of 483,181 pieces weighing 66,178 pounds. Cin-
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Do I bring once more to you.
Listen, and I willitell you the thoughts

Jt really scems as though they can hardly
do without some one that is older and more
experienced, to help them through that
critical period of their lives. For then (bey

lives, somebody to

~

v

Look deeper far than the cartless crowd,
To many a stain and flaw,
And see that he has not yet unveiled

Toa listening world is given,

And many who hear it deem its light
Was lit by. the fire of heaven.

But the poet knows his bright ideals
In the light of day grow dim;
‘When clothed in words there is something lost
From the dreams that come to him.
oft

At each noble spirit’s need,
" Painter, and sculptor, and poet, too,
‘We deem should be blest indéed
O foolish hearts! for we, like them
Have ever some vain regret;
Our life’s ideal, like theirs, flits o
Beyond and above us yet.

own

their

other, increase the bitterness in
hearts, and court temptation.

It used to be thought a disgrace for married people to disagree, but now it is a common thing with some to entertain - their
friends with the story of their family dif:
ferences, as though they expected to build
up themselves by pulling down the charac-

‘Whatever our human hands may grasp
Of the true, the pure, the real,
There lieth ever beyond our reach,

A fairer, better ideal,
E’en in our most triumphant hear
O’er the victories we have gained,

Our hearts grow sad with a subtle sense

ters of those who oughtto

Of the higher, the unattained.
To climb ou earth to the hights
Is never to mortals given;

lif-

enced girlhad better be anything else in voted.’
the world, rather than the intimate friend
*« Old Evans, indeed, went so far as to
of a man who is on bad terms. with his say that, as lightning never struck twice in
wite, for sometimes affectionate hearts are the same place, neither did burglars, visit
like green pea-vines, inclined to cling to old safes the second time. Andhe was inwith them.
whatever comes in contact
clined to think our money would he safer if
And men as well as women crave sympathy
left in the office than if carried to ‘my resiand affection, and when deprived of it at dence. And he talked so many of the others
home are often strongly tempted to seek it into his way of thinking that a resolatien
elsewhere, which is wrong.
But married
was passed declaring it against their wishes
people should never be encouraged to go to have any-of the company’s funds kept
4 abroad for sympathy
in their domestic anywhere except in the office 3afe!
trials, fot;in doing so, they wrong each
‘¢ Of course the efiect of this was that if I

A simple song from a poet’s heart

i

them.

ness."
Thinking of Fannie, and her great mistake, I was led to reflect, that an ‘inexperi-

The angel his soul’s eyes saw.

Yet we, in our hlinduess, ) wonder

advise

tle, they are easily deceived, and led away
by designing people.| Had Mr. Cloudman
done his duty by Fanhie then, and helped
her to get safely by that trying time, she
might have taken a different course, and in
after lite thanked him’ for his faithful

And every gazer is thrilled with joy; 3
But the seulptor’s eyes alone

help and

think they know so much, and know so

A ‘face, ball bums and half divine,
Looks out from the cold, white stone,

be their best

friends. If such only knew how much they
lower themselves in the eyes of good people, they would be more careful.

we seek

Nevera dream gan be fuifilled
Save only oar dreams of heaven.

But there is-another kind of going abroad

O fa-oftJand! strange, shadowy fand?

for sympathy, which is more eoncéaled and
unspoken, and far more dangerous, for out-

Our loftiest dreams of thee
But faintly picture the blessedness
Of the bright reality.

wardly it appears like i¥hocent friendship,
while inwardly it is the beginning

O sculptor and artist, your noble work,

detestable ¢¢ Free Love,”

Though earthly, is half of heaven,

And thou,O Poet! whose 1ot must be
To watk life’s pathway alone,
Whose fairest dreams must ever remain
To thy dearest friend nnknown,—

which

of that

breeds so

much scandal, separates so many, families,
and leads to shame and everlasting con-

And there shall the something ye mourn as lost
To your yearning hearts be given.
Ay! there the fancies all unfulfilled,
That floated before your eyes
In dreamings toe bright for earth, shall take
The hue and form of the skies.
y
t-

all

A glorious. pictu nN hangs on the wall,
Men wonder, admire aid praise;

The image his hand bath wrought.

J

:
with

fi
a time

young persons, ‘when they seem.to need,
more than any other time in their whele

He knows how far thé vision of light
That came to his secret thought
Excelled in its first o’ermastering dream,

.-

.
always

ms;
That come to my waking drea
that is
‘Wander with me from the life
Out into the life that seems,

But be who painted it stands apart,
With a sad and thoughtful gaze.

A

is

tempt.
In our intercourse with

the

world,

it is

well to remember this, As long as a married couple live in good faith, having no
secrets apart, they are permitted to enjoy
all the privileges of honest friendship, and
make for themselves a little heaven here

:

below, if they will ; but when distrust ereeps

The wordless songs that escape thee bere,

in, and trouble comes, they will find that a
great many little things, that were all
right, and thought nothing: of before, will
Thy lips may utter them there.
now be invested with a double meaning
Oh! blessed thought, by the “great, white
and regarded with suspicion. For discoo-

The visions divinely fair,
In rhythmic fullness, in cadence sweet,

throne”

tentat home

And the waters still and clear,
That ever elude us here.
Yes, in that country of light and love

Te

We shall fathom our misty dreams,
And find them truly the life that is,
Instead ofthe life that'seems

ings-enter the shining hdme, bf

N

In the realm we calkideal,

RY
——

One afternoon, being

in company

uncle George Britt, cousiz May Dearburn,
and
others,
the conversation turned to x
Fannie .Cloudman, a distant relative 0!

ours, who had

“eloped

seme

time before

with an unprincipled man by, the name
Sawyer.

“ Do they hear auglhing fio

Fannie

“ly.

She says she is doing. well ou there.”
“1 guess she was a good smart girl,” continued Mrs. D. ¢ What a dreadful pity
she went off so, with that miserable fellow.

chimnoey, thinking that

Her

sisters

are very good women. But she was a little thing when her mother. died, and I guess
her stepmother wasn’t just the person.
Home wasn’t over and above pleasant.

Well, Fannie didn’t do just right, and when

Ed

oo
i

would

be

place where any one would look

something that will slip easily‘into the pocket
and relieve the monotony of car travel by yield.

popularity.
There are to be ten of them in all,
and the series is steadily pressed toward completion.

Randolph & Co.

walked

hands ‘were then

the room.

minute,

+ | spirit.

and

I

She

keeps

a

devout

and

tender

so

are

the

abounding

incidents

tertaining and attractive ss the previous two
numbers were, although they were apparently
gotten up to show us what excellent things the

publishers

and

words of Scripture that feed the deeper life of
the soul. This volume, made up of two bound

1| small

He
de-

head,

and

communion

that

with

his

#pirit.

She is

often very

1 and rendering them freshly suggestive.
lacks neither imagination; nor fervor, nor

I

his pro-

.siveness, and

these all go into the

She
inci

‘words which

to become a first class magazine,

She wrote her
always felt as though every
mned her after that. She. did

dog slowly dropping on his haunches when
be saw his master, and I paid no more attention fo bim until I had finished the business I had in hand.

praisés of him.”

\ ;

y.

William CullenBryant opens the ATLANTIC
with ‘& remarkable poem entitled “ The Two
Trayelérs,” and Henry W. Longfellow contribs
utes another of his poems that have sprung from

|.

Jimmy’s

ligious Character, on various Topics. Phila, delphia: The Tract Association of Friends.
1875. 16mo. pp. 367.

¥

Story.

Mark Twaine bas latelygiven a charming account of a boy whom he calls “‘Socifriends will hke to hear something

about.

Jimmy was a colored boy about len years
old, who was sent to wait on Mr

Twain

in

bis room at a hotel. Mr. Twain says that
he was the most artless, sociable salker he
ever came across; he listened to him for a
half an hour, and took down all

he

had

to

say, exactly as he said it. Jimmy, it will
be seen, was very wise about (he size of the
town and the qualities of the church steeple :
“Some people says dey’s fo’ thousan’ peo-

“The Old Burying Ground,” “ A Waif,” and-

“Residue, making this number “noticeable for its
presentation af American poetry, * Two Girls
noticeably plain style. But its contents are of a that tried Farming” is the title of a fresh and
character that will ensure it a welcome into the veritable nxrrative of experience in the Northmost thoughtful and appreciative circles. Its west, by D. A. Shepherd. Prof, George W.
author, holding the belief that moral and relig- Greene cotilributes a valuable chapter of Ameriious truth can frequently be more clearly illus- cam history in *“ The Hessian Mercenaries of our
trated by a simple incident, And so be ‘made to Revolution.” Frank B. Sauborn continues his
leaye a lusting and profitable impression on the sketch of Jobn -Brown’s Virginia Campaign,
mind, has here eollected «a great variety of them giving “His Reconnoisance in Kansas.” Clarwhich are generally presented in a striking way. ence King, under the title of ** Bancroft’s Native
Such topics as Kindness, Individual lufluence, Races of ‘the Pacific States,” not ohly reviews an
This is an

——.

the number, with “The Skull ir the Gold Drift,”

unambitious

book.

Itis

put up in

Riches, War, Children, Trials, Faith,

Intemper-

important historical

An’ it’s all solid stone, excep’ jes’ de top

1 part—de steeple, I means—dat’s wood.

It

falls off when de win’ blows pooty hard, an

tack it up dir and fixed it again—aw’ he

didn’t lookno bigger'n a boy, be was. so
high up, . Dat steeple’s awfal high. If you
look ent de

‘winder

looked out, and

was

you

can

see

speechless

and ddwiration—which

it.”

with

gratified

[I

awe

Jimmy

beyond expression. The wonderful steeple
‘was some sixty or seventy feet high, und

the

Schellér; Winchell and others;

on the

atare, Art and

THE

volume of the

remarkably

edition of Sir

cheap

per in which the Professor quotes

tion ean

reasonably

No

hope to supply

ING AGE, the article being takem from
wood’s

BIBLE

of

pointing

between

Black<

out the al-

Lange's descrip
the

sime

Thexe is just so. mach shmilarity: betwixt the
two statements ‘as to’ show how libéralty Dr.
Tyndall bas used Lange, and how: truly, accords:
ing to his own confession, he bas been indebted

fo the * letter” as well as the spirit of the Ger.
man historian of materialism.
have beea

worth

It would bardly

while #0 point

{lis

out, save

that be bas YorrSwed still more largely from an-

other work to whi¢h he alludes mare than once,
but without expressiog at large bis indebtedness
=viz., Dr. Draper's

“ History of the Intellect:

anal Dévelopment of Europe.”

When he drops

and (he disciple of Lucreiius,

‘It {is not merely

Lange, he takes up Draper.” The former serves
as the basis of his address to the closeof the
paragraphs on Lucreting—the latter as the main
source of its subsequeot historical analysis, tik
he leaves the field of history and entertains us
with the clever dialogue betwixt Bishop Butler

genera.
the pres-

Com-

embracing

Afer

Prof. TyndalPs statemetits’ touching
theory, the author adds:

third

Porrer's

ENCYCLOPEDIA,

sum

an end, 1 wouldn't like to be up-dare when
de clock’sa strikin’. Dat clock ain't jest a
to the. other, ‘Only, half
striker, like, dese common clocks. It’s a
grew colder ‘than before,
be 1!—jist a reg’lar, bell—-apd it’s, a buster.
easy chair and cut open
You kin hear that bell all over dis.city. You
they picked up the ottoought to hear it boom, boom, boom when
it,’ and went out of the

to lose.

‘amount and said

One

ran

over

the

dey’s a five.

room.

- “I was trying to get. up when
back—the other bad the money.

one came
He push-

ed me back into the bed, saying I had
ter be quiet.

I heard the other

bet-

man walk

down stairs, and I felt that my money

My sdkes. ' Dey ain't got ‘no

bell like dat in Ragtown.

1 ben

to Rag-

"I beu-mos’ halfway to Dockery
]. De bell in Ragtown’s got
she don’t ‘make no. soun’,

seasev

was

They evidently kméw how
much
money I bad and from the way they had
ripped open chairs and cushions in my

Joke by a Fish.
—

An incident similar to the following forms

room 1’ augured. that they would not be the starting-point of an interesting
long searching for that which was dowy book f
ertitled, “The Young
stairs.
rooners.”

storyMa-

¢“ The fellow must have come straight to AYA gentleman living. on the Savannah
this door. 1 heard him turn the iatch, and River, Georgia,
was the habit of sending

then—a' most unearthly scream! I knew his negroes “iown the river to fish with
that ‘Nap’ was doing his duty. "In a flash 1 nets, as the tide served. ‘On one occasion,
jumped to the door, and in doing so gave a two of his boys reached the fishing ground
wrench to the band about my wrists that
broke it, and then before the man on guard
could fire, I caught his revolver. He made

before the tide

had

fallen sufficiently

for

(heir purposes. -Cuffee always goes to sleep
when he has Hiothing else to do.

St, push-

a stroke at me; I dodged it, ciught him by ing a pole into the mud, they tied the cance
the legs, and threw him. As he fell he thereto, and lying down intended to sleep

gave up his hold on the revolver.

¥ «I cared nothingfor him—I

wanted

until the tide served. But along came a
huge devil-fish, which grubbed up the pole,

the and tucking it under his flipper, began tow-

man who had the. money ; so I dashed down

the estimiite here.

that he quotes facts and allusions ; but all that he

the

Pr

cocity by Alhazen, *“ aboutA. D., 11005” the ¢ntrast betwixt the dirt and stupidity’ of the me-

| diseval Christians,
and the * cleanliness, léarning and refinement” of the Moors
; aud the, geli-

Pamphlets, Magazides, &o.
The most noticeable articles in SCRIBNER'S for
February

are

Major

Powells

| trated Colorado paper;
latter-day © British

strikingly

illus

Stedman on some of the
essay,
Blauvelt’s

Poets;

“ Christ’s Supernaturilism, Sclentifically Con-

ite allusion to * the under-garment of ladies,”

{ retalding its Arab name to this hour,—are all
from Draper. Considering how largely our
lecturer has used Dr. Draper's: work, it is a

wonder that its author (whois
still living) should
not have come An for some of that fulsome eulo-

sidered ;” and a sketch, with portrait,of Theoy which it is so much the habit of the members
dore Thomas und his art work, by J. R. G.| of this school to bestow upon one another, and
Hassard. ‘Three additiobal chap'ers of Dr, which is so roundly admini€iered in this very adHolland’s ““ Story of Sevenoaks” are given; and dress; ‘We observe that an admiver of ‘Dr. Dra
Saxe Holm’ *“ My 'Tourmulinie” is concluded. per, who has
intimately known his work for
In “ Topics of the Tim" Dr. Holland discusses ten years,” and is greatly gratified by Professor
¢ Theaters and Theater-ging,” “ Temporal and’ Tyndall's obligations to it, yet expresses his dis‘Spiritual,” and “ Reform in High Places.” ‘The appointment that bis * acknowledgement Hof
editorial departments have a number of btief them was not fuller, wider avd more. emphatic.”
practical and critical papers, and a . marked feat- The paragraphs, lie ‘adds, * onthe Arabs and
ure of
Etchings”. 1s the reproduction of ‘sever: Bruno are almost slavishly recast from Profesal of Thieiovayt Toguniy
sketches.

pablisued

‘pencil

HAN]

LIPPINCOTT’S

opens wilh a second and

with * Six Months among Cangibals,”is iHustrated, ‘* A Japunese Marriagein High Life,”
by W. E. Griffis, depicts, in a vivid and enter‘taining manner, the social customs of the Japan.
ese aristocracy. i‘ The Lost Baby,” by Clara
G. Dolliver, is a little poem of seven verses, but
contains much beauty and touching pathos, and

some poetic fervor,
Jr.,M.

D.,isa

# Fever,”

very

by H.C.

instructive

paper.

a
-

sor Draper's text.” ‘Dr. Tyndall; indeed, ex:

"| presa<s his“ entire confidence” in Dr.” Draper;
cons and he has shown (this confidence by ‘the iudis-

cluding puper on * Following the Tiber,” which;

|x

.

«

transferred from the sixteénth chapter of ;
Draper's work. The ‘picture of scientific pre-

Tt promises to be just what

its title 'kays it is,~a * complete’ Bible gneyéclopodint; Philadelphia: John E. Potter
& Co.
lp

S-

and
tion and analysisof the atomic philosophy

twenty-six numbers.

Parts XXXHI~-XXXVI

Magazine,

most literal likeness

ent price, viz , 25 cents a volume, or $5 for the

PLETE

the scholastic

fault is shown up ss follows in the ‘current Liv

itself with

these incomparable novels at less than

Boston,

philosophers. A stientist of the culture that
Prot. Tyndall claims shoald be above consulting
‘classie authors through other men’s toils. This

Walter Scott’s novels which Peterson & Bpothers, Philadelphia, are now issuing.

Shorey,

L.

an excellent periodical for
It enters om its seventeenth

up of the second hand and often superficial man

Delusions,” &e.

1s the

John

4

The strongest point in most of the criticisms
of Prof. Tyndall’s Belfast address is the showing

specirnm

OF LAMMERMOOR

discussion off

volume under the best auspices.

The book has a permanént value, and wé are
glad tbat {he Publishers have embarked - with so
much enterprise and intelligert diserintination
in this line of work.
BRIDE

represented

the

NURSERY,

continues to be
younger readers.

Clifford ; on ** The Cranial Affinities of Man and
the Ape’; besides Huxley’s article on ** Yeast,”

THE

fully

fresh topic-.

relation between matter and force, by Dr. W, B.
Carpenter, and J. H{ Tice; on Aloms, by Prof.

** Epidemic

from his

Recent Liter-

books and

Education are

by reviews of new

and spectrum analysis by Profs. Young, Roscoe,
Huggins, &c.; on brain and vervous action, and

Dr. ‘Carpenter’s

work but adds

own observation interesting facts.

ance, Death, Tuofluence of the Holy Spirit and
several others, are dealt with, and their various
phases and influences are well illustrated,

Woo,
Char-

ing the canoe and its contents towards the lotte KF. Bates contribules a charming Sonnet the
the stairs, only to see him going out at the deep water. When the negroes awoke last ¢ix lines of which ate really beautiful, Mr,
* What did he ever do-that was so par-: hall door. 1 fired, but missetl
him. 1 fired they were terrified well-nigh out of their Trollope’s paper, ** Some Recollections of ‘Hiticularly friendly ?” I inquired.
I fired! wits, They were proceeding to sea at the ram Powers,” is in his best style, and makes the
pain.
of
cry
a
heard
and
again,
she Hid it thoughtlessly, 1 did - *“ Nap? I'll tell you what he did;
he once more, and broke his ankle, and down rate of about four miles an hour, but the reader thoroughly familiar with the great Amerpower propelling the canoe was wholly in8 hier, not one quarter as much as
saved me five thousand pounds not long he dropped, Thé other man jamped oat of visible, The first impulse: was to jump ican sculptor. ‘* Our Month'y Gossip” contains
a did her father,
since. n
-overboard, fat it occurred to them in time, the usual variety of short papers tfat will be
the windgw and escaped.
Ae
Do. you suppose I could have sat there1 I was about to give an unbelieving chueHortunately,
fo at they were unable to swim. likely to interest all readers,
« Of course. [ secured my mao, redovered
seen one of my ‘girls go off in that Xie, but a glances at Alick’s face told me (hat my money and
Finally,
the
pope by which, master devil-fish
THE CATHOLIC WORLD contains the usual
did Evans had to admit that
with
a married man® No, Mr. Cloud- ‘he was m earnest, so I begged for the. ‘he had been wrong, for the robbers had fivst was towing them was cut, aud they reach- interesting and instructive papers, The opened the land in a state of terror.—2%e Gal- ing article, “ Church Authority and Personal
s very much fo blame for letting storyit
gone to the office,fand came to my house] axy for June,
Responsibility,” will be read with renewed in-

slight her.

dealing

articles

of contents, the

structive table

fessional bLrethren, for certainly the dog this beautiful little volume is meant to carry
was a villainous-looking brate as well as a abroad and impress,
his Italian recollections, * Monte Cassino.” - EdmundC. Stedman, J. T. Trowbridge, Celia
most
unmitigated
“swindle. — Pictorial
| Musings AnD MEMORIES, Being chiefly a Col- Thaxter, Kate P. Osgood are the of her poets of .
World.
lection of Anecdotes: and Reflections of a re-

by the-arm and Jed me ioto the room, {he ‘gone:

¢ What in the world do yo “want with
one once begins to do wrong, it is hard to guch a vicious dog?” I inquired, as I lit the
know the very time -when'| cigar my friend gave me.
stops 1 hd
she took her first misstep, and did the very
? +1 don’t think much of your judpubent,
thing which finally led to her going off if you call him a vicious-looking dog?”
with Sawyer. She went to dancing school was the answer.
with Mr. Jim Carr. I was down to her
4 What breed is he P”
.
father’s when she went away. My. Carr
‘“ He's a Nos of several breeds.”
had got into some kind of a fuss with his
% Yes; I should think from the way he.
wife, and asked Fannie to go with him ‘showed me his teeth that, he was all
justto spite her. And the girl was young,
‘ cross.’ ”’
only about sixteen, and wanted to
go to
¢¢ Come, come, Frank, you must not run
o
the dancin g very much, and was foolish
down old ‘ Nap.’ He hag been too good a
enough to do so. It made talk, and made friend for me to isten to anything but

good people

girls of

this generation their goed fortune,

in the same covers, well illustrates her methods

when

jump was what frightened the burglar.”
1 sympathize with that burglar, and

the ‘last

pulling out

seldom

and

bappy in drawing out a practical lesson from the
simple incidents and familiar words of Seripture

lied behind me,

were

We

the boys

to jump as high as a man’s

First'my clothes, ‘then the chest

and they

could do in that lice.

look at it without envying

mostly with questions and topies of publie ter.
est. “It issues from Washington, D.C ., and sims

our

for it.

Year's dissipations. The Feb.
is quite as wide-awake, en”

It mus’ be awful to stan’ in dat steeple when
1464th page ol the work,is now published. Hav- says as to the influence of the Arabisu intellect
de
clock is strikin'—dey say
it is. Booms and ing
before spoken in almost unqualified high during the middle ages, and ““ our scientific obli«
my feelings if you can.
jars 50's you think the world’s a comin’ to terms of this Bible historywe veed not re-afiirm filo to the Mahommedsns,” is almost literal
Even if they lgft with this amount it was no

towards |

first-class dentist.

pp. 149, 208.

The language of faith is very familiar to

her, and

mouey.
“Imagine

row of teeth that would have madé a good
stock-in-trade for.a

religions.

10 signs of its Christ

ST. NICHOLAS shows
mas and New
ruary number

Miss Warner's books are wont to be profound.
ly

good literary

its

word of God, and aspire to a vital and conscious

masks,
‘“Afler secaring us, they begat to” search

his library fo await his leisure ; (hut when bere.’ My heart
to the
I opened the door a large black dog, that “They went
the
stuffed
seat;
had evidently béen lying-¢n the floor, “started to his feet with a growl, and exhibited a man, examined

was a villainous-looking brute,

square 18mo.

‘mention

to

not

work,

THE NATIONAL begins its career with the Febrhary number, presenting an attractive and in-

towel pushed in my mouth, and the ane
of a pistol placed against my head. Another
man was treating my wife in a, similar manner, They had a dark lantern and wore

I-¢ertainly was afraid to go into thé room
alone, and I think you, my reader, would
have thought diseretion the better part hod

to the hall door, and bad

need'e

qualities, make it welcome in hosts of homes.

THE FOURTH WATCH and THE OTHER SHORF.
By Anna Warner. New York: Ausou D. F.

fore I fell asleep.
one time 1t stuck in a cow's back an busted
« T'was atakened to find a man’s band de cow all to de mischief. It's gwine to
on my mouth, and to be informed that he kill somebody. yet, dut steeple is. A man—
did not intend to harm me if [ kept quiet, big many he was—bigger'n what Bill is—he

Won't

3

RAG

ARTHUR'S HOME MAGAZINE eters upon its
ing mental exhilaration when it is especially 43d volume with considerable freshness and has
welcome, can hardly fail te find what they seek a tuble of contents quite in keeping with that of
in these little ‘volumes. Their literary level is previous numbers. Its fashion plates are alnever low, and they happily blend culture and ways sought by the ladies, and the patterns of

of dealing with spiritual trutbs and things, and
will prove grateful and helpful to meditative
natures that feed, by means of reflection, on the

went to bed, but it was nearly miluighn be-

My

Alick wa¥ tafking to his agent asT came

man’s Pilgrimage” is continued, and there are

other excellent articles by well-known writers,

‘You may be assured that I did not feel
HaL¥-HOUR RECEEATIONS IN POPULAR ScCIvery comfortable that evening.
I thought
First Series. Selected and Edited by
of every nook and corner of the house, and ple in dis town—dis city. But Bill he says
Dann Estes. Boston: Estos & Lauriat. 16mo.
pp. 478. For sile by John M. Gatehouse.
wondered where # would-be the safest. At dey aint but 'bout thirty-three hand’d.
But
The Publishers have here collected in a well-gst I determined upon dividing it, leaving Bill he knows, cuz he’s lived heah all his
bound volume twenty-six essays, extracts from
half here and the rest in my own room. 1 life, dv’ dey do say he won't mever set de lectures, addresses, &c., by the most popular
had not mentioned the matter at home, not riveron fire. [don't know how dey find scientific scholars, treating of topics in which for
even to my wife, but pleaded a headache
—I woaldn’t like to count all dem peo- several years past they have been. more espe| pie.
when reminded of my preoccupied air.
Some folke say dis town would be cially interested. Many of them are more than
« [ came in here and placed twenty-five, copsiderable biglzer if it wa'n't on aleounts recreations, they are chapters to he studied, to
be thought upon, and te be treated in a resolute
hundred potnds in that ottoman at your. of 50 much lan’ all roun’ it dat aint got no gnd exhausting spirit if they would be mastered.
feet. See! the top is on the hinges, and is houses on it.
The Publishers deserve thanks for the contribufastened by this kook on the side. This ot-1" “I reckon yon seed dat church as you tion which they thus make'to popular science,
toman was pushed near ‘Nap.’ The balance come along up street. Dat’s an
aw- for it is of ‘a real and abiding character. Here
1 carried to my own room and hid np the ful big
church—awful
high
steeple. are papers on astronomy ‘by Profs. Proctor,

On the whole, I think if she had been well clined trusting myself to. ‘his ferey, as’1
brought ip, ~-and properly educated, she have told above.
;
might Bava winde a very useful woman, .1
Alick finished his business, then took me

_ have no doubt about it at all.

now and then, or

“Nonsense,” said Alick, laughing ; ED 1 of draws, undei the bed—everywhere but bad a clock-face on it.T “You sec dat arrer
tell yon-the dog will riot totich you ;_but, if where the money was. I began to think I on top: af dat steeple ? Well, Sab, dat deer
you will not believe me, wait a moment bad outwitted them, when one said. fo, [18 pooty nighas big as dis do’. [door. ].
{ another, How about the chimney ? Another
and 1 will'go with you.”
seed
it, when dey pulled »it outen -de cow.

-of you been: itr my place.

Cloudman; howadays P* ‘asked Mrs. Deaiburn of uncle George, soon afier dinner.
“¢« Yes, her sisters have letters occasional-

"They who wanta

of literary dessert

the door is opened the dog stands up, and
when he is up, there is an arrangement in
his throat that makes the growl you heard.
By putting on that upper level he is made

with me, so I carried it home.

ing.”
with

issues.

half hour

‘“ Ob, the story is true. I bought ‘Nap’
when [ was in Paris. 1 have springs fixed

“I'was in a most perplexiag state of
mind when he handed me that money.
1
knew the office safe was no protection
whatever, and yet if 1 curried the money
home with me, I was assuming a great responsibility. Without saying-a word to
‘|
any one I determined to keep the money

¢¢ Oh, yes,” said T; * it is all well enough

=

was

previous

ive and delightful reading.

enough,

so that

characterto each of the

‘The GALAXY opeus with the first three chapters of Justice McCarthy’s new story, * Dear
Lady Disdain,” which promises to equal the best
of his works. Mrs. 8. M. B, Piatt contributes
deals with the Decayed Punsters; and Gerald ‘an excellent poem, Dr, T. M. Coay deals witly
Griffin, and Hugh Miller, and Kate Saunders; certain peculiar features and churacteristics of
and others who could be witty without being this country under the title, *“ A Nation without
clowpish, or stilted, or flut, unite in making up Neighbors,” Karl Bismark with “ The Marriage
a volume that will justly be pronounced attract of the Emperor of China,” Boyesen’s “ A Norse-

:

on the door and in the floor,

pp. 218.

The selections are wéll made, giving us a fine
variety in the merry meal. Dickens comes with
bis Christmas carol; Lamb, with his exquisite
dissertation on the Roast Pig; O. W. Holmes

able Jimmy,” and whom we are suré our

fqr you to ¢ never mind him ;’ but he looks
as if he would bear a good deal of mind-

[}

gave

“ Is the story as true as the dog?” T ask:

ed.

late Sara Coleridge on the Catholic. Philosophy

of the Rule of Faith, just before he submitted
to’
The filth volume in this new. and pleasant se- the Catholie church, and in which he gives his
ries of boeks, which well deserves the title af ‘reasons for that step. “Its import and teaching
‘¢ Little Classics,” shows the same good taste and. may thus be guessed at by those who have not
judgment that have marked all its predecessors. the time or opportunity to read the art'cle.~
Itis the sunny and mirthful clement in litera Other striking articles are “ Religion and State
ture that gets embodiment now, asit was the in our’ Republic,” “ Robespigrre,” and
The .
intellectual,or the tragic, or some other, that Future of the Russian Church.”

notes, because the day
pay day.

rapidly

¢« Lie down, lie down, sir!”
¢ Oh, never mind him, Frank ; he
hurt you.
Go right in.”

Mistake.

R.

nature,

sure

Edited by Rossiter Johnson,

Boston: James R Osgood & C0,

18756. 18mo.

hope be did not lose caste among

A Dog Worth Having.

The Fumi ly Circle.
#

moral

sad hearts and divorce bills ould
diminish.

Grown clear in the light of héaven, shall Le
Through eternal years the real.

Girl's

the

and,

Laughter.

“1 was angry enough to have resigned
my place, bul my interest in the concern
was too large to be trifled with, though 1
determined there would be a change in that
beard of directors another year.
“About a week after this’ our secretary
returned frem France by the evening train,
and brought with him five thousand pounds,
all in notes, the proceeds of our monthly
bills receivable... He brought the money in

(instead of their neighbors), the number of

That lies on the other side,
No reachings alter fome vague ufipowy,
For we shall be satisfied,
A
‘When all that is grandest, purest, best,

Yours

weakens

and exposes a person to temptation. And
sin and temptation outside increase the
difficulty at home,
Oh, if people would only Vein in’ the
beginning, to earry their burdens and {rials
‘with true penitence and humility to Christ

‘We may grasp the fleeting forms. of bliss

I jumped to the dog,

LITTLE CLASSICS,

found that I had been sold—the dog was
India-rubber! Alick laughed loud and long
at my sheepish face.

carried the money home. and lost it,the loss
would [all on me individually, and not upon the company.

following

terest on account of recent events, although has
Ing no special reference to-them. It is in reality ,
thie létter ~with some preliminary rémarks by
the author,~which Aubrey de Vere wrote to the

was a confession from my prisoner that our

in Lancashire. Our office safe was

as unsafe as it could possibly be, and 1 dis- book-keeper
- was one of their gang, and
liked to leave a shilling in it, lor several posted them about our affairs, The bookburglaries had recently taken placey all of keeper did not come to work that morning,
them skillfully planned and executed.
vor have we ever seen him since.”
“ One night our office was visited, the
“And the dog P” I asked.
safe pried open with wedges, ‘and the con“Yes, the dog had all the credit.
Youn
tents carried off. The burglars found buta see, the thiel supposed by the silence that
few hundred pounds, but the worst feature there was no dog about the premises, and.
of it was that they had hit upen a night he thought he was done for when "he opened
when there ought to have been a large the door and ‘Nap’ sprang at him,”
“But,” saidI, **hé was frightened rather
amount of money there. We had received
a large cash payment late on the. day. be- easily ; these fellows usually do not care
fore, and, instead of trustingit to our old much for a dog.”
safe, 1 had taken it home with me.
“Ah, but he never saw such a dogs
** We wondered if the burglars had any ‘Nap’ was that night,” said Alick, laughing.
knowledge of this payment.
If they bad,
“I had rubbed his eyes and moiith with
then they must have exiraordinary means phosphorus, and put on the strong spring.
of gaining intelligence, and would know I don’t blame the fellow for imagining the
whenever we received any large amounts evil ove was before him.”
again and would they not come at once to
“ ‘Phospherus’ -and strong spring,” I
my house now that they had seen I-did not exclaimed ; ‘what are you talking dbout ?”
trust the safe? The question was a very
* His eyes are.glass, you know.”
perplexing one, and I had an angry debate
“ Glass! Have you been drinking, or
over it with some of our directors. 1 was have 12"
** Why, old fellow, don't you see that
in favor of getting a reliable safe and ewploying a night-watchman, but [ was out- ‘Nap’ is a fraud ?”

: pointed out to her the consequences of such
conduct. Children’ will almost always
listen to their parents, if they take the
right course with them, and reason with
them in an affectionate manner, and let
them see that they are interested for

> “Higher det Te
-BY

Company

Ty —

Literary Review.

“lp was about the. middle of ast Joly,’ n only when they found. the safe mpty. H
said Alick, ‘when I was treasurer of the —— Another revelation that morning brought

an erMr. Curr enter the house on such
off on
sent
been
have
to
ought
.| rand. He
short order. And then her father ought to

criminate

mapper, in

hich, he has borrowed

from him, He could
ardly otherwise have
adopted so one-sided and superficial an estimate
of the scholastic philosophy, nor éyen committed
himself ‘to such a bit ‘of ledrned’ pléasantry as
that about the
undersgarment of ‘ladies. A
glace, into Dw Cange’s ** Dictionary of Medisval Latin” would have satisfiéd
him that. camisa

or camisia Is of much older use than Dr. Draper or he seems to imagine. The truth is, that
Draper's volumes, although not without a esrtain merit, are not of sch solid value as to warrant the use smade of them.’ A president of the

British Association should go deepef for his
facts and authorities. Hardly ** the outcome of
vigorous research” themselves, they can not bo
the basis of any such research in others. Especially they are Geehptive; in their one-sided and
unsifted accumulations of details, and their thin
and partial vein of geperalization, to one who
like Dr. Tyndall has abandoned himself with vn- .
reserved faith to their guidance, and gimply
transferred their generalizations to his pages.

~

.

I——————
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iterary Miscellany

paper lanterns.

—@

——

upon

back was a man with_a_battle-axe,

and

front two guides in Persian costume.

Bsmarck and the Pope.
1t isa part of the political

On the left ‘side of ‘the |

ouse was a life-sized-elephant;

elephant was hollow, and spurted

his

The

from

neath his tusks twenty-four feet into the
day a shower of water, and by night
of the aairby
feathered spray of glowing naphtha,
Al
the German
the right side was an enormous bath, made,
intolerant,

and in this warfareit is aided

jo true Russian fashion, of round

ia Europe

ce, i

wy

and in this country by all who wish to
The interior of the house was divided inpropitiate the ecclesiastical power and secure the votes of its subjects. But all sa- to three compartments—namely: u sphgacious observers and thinkers are aware cious ante-room, and two side apartmeénts;
of the great effort which that Church, one of these was arranged as a bedroom,
which so long
terrorized the world and and contained, in gddition to a tdble borne
withstood civilization, is making to restore by two figures, upon which were placed"
sométhing of its old power; and Bismarck, gvery species of sweelsmelling ‘casket and
in resolutely resisting its efforts, apd Glad. bottle—a paigof candi sticks -and- candles
stone, in exposing its purpose, are” fighting which were dipped in naphtha, and shone
the old battle of humanity against ecclesias- at night without melting; a looking-glass
tical despotism. It .is a. contest in which and little clock hung on the wall. The
the sympathy of all intelligent men must be bedstead was richly furnished with pillows,
against the . Jesuitism which controls the blankets and a beautifully embroidered covRoman
policy, and with” these who are erlid; these were the only things in the
neither Fightened nor cajoled by it.
The whole palace that were not made of ice.
Roman hierarchy has always been the On one side was a pretty fire-place and grate
most unsorupulous and relentless
power in filled with ice-coals which were also dipped,
the world, and there is no plea for it so ex- in naphtha, and shone brightly at night.
The second room might t, be called the
Suisiiely feeble as that many members of
the Roman communion are worthy per- dining-room. The most charming adornsons, or that it is unobtrusive and peacea- ment there was a lovely clock, through the
ble in a country where its only hope of suf- transparent ‘case of which the whole mechanical array of wheels could be seen.
ferance is in its quiet harmlessness.
In his late work upon the conflict be- On all sides were sofas and arm-chairs, and
tween religion and science, Dr. Drapes in the corners elegantly-draped figures, as
tells very clearly the story of the situation of sculpture. Against the walls stood 'icein their transparency as of
in Germany. The Papacy has seen with cupboards,
profound apprehension the growing Prus- gl ass, through which might be seen a goodsian
supremacy, in Germany,
because v stock of dinner paraphernalia, knives, |
Prussia is the ohief Protestant power upon forks, gpoons, drinking-cups, "as well as
the Continent. The Vatican hoped in the every sort of food ; all and everything was of
Prosso-Austrian war to Romanize Germany ice—somo shining brightly, others again
under the ascendency
of Austria.
The painted with the most natural colors of the
victory
at Sadowa was therefore a triumph objects represented.

of religious libertR

In the

This wonderful

French and

The ecclesiastical anthorities de-

This forced the question upon every mind,

the

enor-

that whatever does not assist

her

oppresses

ber. Thereupon the laws were passed
Germany which regulate the exercise
ecclesiastical authority, and close the

in
of

insti-

tutions that refuse to be supervised by the
State.
The contest in Germany is -between the
political sovereignty of the State and that
of the Church.
The defenders of this vast
and remorseless “ecclesiastical despotism
who decounce Bismarck as a despot and
Germany as a military empire, bile a file.

—

was

somovarisa

ton,

Anecdotes

of Naval

Heroes.

shallow

wuter.

It

was

deemed expedient ‘to send a letter

for the wax !” scid he. . It
to him that there were wa-

fers on the table.

wax I” he repeated.
letter was

sealed,

“Send fon the sealingIt was done, and

Some one said,

take the liberty of asking why,

John

to ‘the

tora stick of sealing«wax. - It so
ned
that he who was .sent on this commission
had bis head taken -off by a cannon-ball.
This was reported to, Nelson.
‘Send an-

the

“May

1

under so

hot a fie, and after such an accident, you
have attached so much importance to a circumstance apparently trifling?” He replied: “If I had made use of a wafer, it
would. have been still wet when the letter
wasapresented to the Crown Prince; he
would have inferred that

rigging of his flagship at the battle of Mo-

bile.

He showed

the

same

courage,

in

a

‘of

lonely.

She was a fu thu) and

Charles

mot her, within

mory,

in

the past 15

at

years,

Watervile.

7 of whom

already to go.

Her heart was deeply

lie

Perkins, and

Nov.

united with the church

; The

Ice-Palace.
—O—

The winter of the year 1740, was a very
severe one in Russia; poverty and misery
bounded in the land, and in order to give
an
to sonté of the many thousands
of people who were thrown out of work by
the inclemency of the season, the Empress
Anne planned and caused to be constructed
a work
of architecture’ which, though oft
little ducability, had the merit of eutire
originality. This was the celebrated icepalace which was built in St. Petersburg

according to the designs of Alexis
witseh. .

Danilo-

pound

ball earried

away

the

tail

There were few'of ‘those who
ties 10 the affair, we fancy,

were

‘who

par-

He will be greatly

missed \in

the church

choir, for he was ever at his post, and

grief to him to see any

quent.

it

he burst into tears.”
.
The ‘lad Farragut” was commended in
the official report of the battle, and the re-

thatshis name was to outlive so many more

splendid names, aid
transcendent epoch
Brown has become
can history, and will

lis death ‘shoald be a
in our history.
ohn
a sentiment in Adberibe remembered as we

feinember Brutus and

Rienzi

and

Savona-

necessary war of ambition and empire inspired by Jefferson Davis and his associates

—this memory became a legend, and the
hundreds
of thousands who swept into

Virginia on thei “érrand of strife: had no
ory there stirving to their souls than that
w le the body of the condemned fanatic
was moldering in the grave his soul was
It mirched op,carrying with

and accepted the surrender
pomattox.—N. ¥Y. Herald.

Modern

of Lee

at

Ap-

moderately.

sized openings,

about which

Co

The, celebrated preacher, Whitefield,

Women.

Hy

It is a sad commentary upon our boasted
the

women

of our

times

have degenerated in health and physique
until they are litgrally a race of invalids—

and

of pressed tow, would pierce through a
board two inches thick from a distance o {|
sixty steps without busting the gun. - On
cach side lay a dolphin, which threw up
lofty jets of naphtha at night, and so formed two beautiful fountains of fire. At both
ends of the row of guns in front of the enclosure stoud tivo pyramidal buildings, on
each of which was painted a sun-dial.
t
They were lighted up at night with
grea t

by

their friends. that one of them

should become a husband, and

Jacob béing

the elder, it was agreed that he should be
the one to enter the bonds of matrimony.
A suitable lady

was

found,

clined to do the courting,
liam to act as his REE

ed, but soon found

wanted

that

but "Jacob de-

requesting Wil-

William

consent-

he was in love, and

the lady for himself.

He

could

not think, however, of depriving his brother
| of sucha treasure, and knew not how to

4°.

a

5223

Sixtieth Thofisand

Life

to Women,

Dr.

Pierce,

of

obituary.

Verses areinadmissible.

- Bible Encyclopedia,

GRAHAM,

Rooms and board in private families at reasonable
particulars, address the Secretary,

LYNDON

C. A. FARWELL,

LITERARY
LYNDON

urited

‘with the Freewill

Baptist

‘ROOM

Primary Studies

’

man

of

but

few

-

Sir

-

-

-

-

-

.

-

Instruction on Piano or Orgun,

DEA. M. THOMPSON

aged 71, of the church at

to mourn

hjs. death.

He

embraced Corist as his Saviour over 30 years
ago in the town of Lion, Mich., under the labors

of Rev. C. 8. Goodrieh, by whom

he wus

tized and received into the F, Baptist

He moved

to Spring

bap-

church

Arbor

of

about

20 years ago. Bro. Thompson’ was a Christian
in every place, at home, at chureh; at Q. M., in
the neighborbood,in business, iu liberality. He
has gone to rest.
.
Com.

RIDGEVILLE
and

$5.06
i.

-

-

.

Ho

-

8¢. Louis, Mo.

4

1.50

1:50

REGISTERS

COLLEGE.
Book-keeping is as

= REGISTER. £
Price, 10 Centi each.
96 Cents perdozen, $7.00

Quarterly

Ministers, &c.

Vocal Music, fifteen lessons,

thene 7B
me. Dy, 02

8508

“The Lille Star,”

J. A. onton,
HOWE, Sec.Lewis.

“The Myrtle."

:

by

MEMORIALS

TREE COMMON BEFIISE |

habitants, having. no liquors or billiard saloons,
The school enters upon its fifth yéar with increased
its

work, Prof.

Bradley and wife having, after four years’ charge of
the school, recently entered into a contract with” the
Trustees to conduct it for five years ‘to come, thus
giving permanency.
'
CALENDAR!
FALL TERM opens Aug. 26, 1873,~ends Nov. 21.
WINTER TERM opens
.9,—ends March 6, 1874,
SPRING TERM operis March 24, 1894,—ends June 12.
For tuether pargicuirs, address,
.
Rev. G. 8. BRADLEY, A. M., Principal.

A. M., Principal,

with eigh

Four terms

{
CALENRAR:
‘
~~Fill Term begins Monday. August 24, 1874,
Fall Term closes Friday, October 30, 1874.
Vacation two weeks.

Winter Term begins Monday, Nov. 16, 1874.
Winter Term loses Fridgy, Jan. 22, 1875.

where else, interspersed with illustrative anecdotes,

Five Portraits:
J PrHaLLips,D. Di,
Ww. HUNT,
S. G. GARDNER,
BENS. MCKOOX, and ANSEL GRIFFITH, with & pict.
ure of Whitestown Seminary.
For sale at the Star Office.

ress
Lr

Summer Term closes Thursday,

For further
F

with

Price,

iscomnt

Rev. 1.

to

#125,
‘the

15 cts.
Postage
Intter 2 cents,

sent b

trade.

extra:

on

[]

book,

LATIN

interestand historical value.

Pub., 55 Cornhill, Boston,

PRICE

July 1, 1875,

FIRTZ W. BALDWIN, A.M. Principal, with three
ASs1SIANts.,
>
.
%
Fall Term begins, ™ « ¢
Aug, 18, 1874.
The location of this sehool near the college and.
“theological school affords many advantages which

OF

Lesson Papers,

{ ¢

-d

DOVER

at

5.50,

100 copiesto one address, $9.00 per year
50

“

“

4.50

i"

«3

Any number above 50 at the same rate,
Any number less than 50, 12 cents each copy per

TRAINS
“

:

RAILROAD

1875.

7.55,

whe

and

14.00,

i

Sit

\

A.

M.;

:

ar

BOSTON

DOVER

at

at

FOR

PORTLAND,

8.00, A. M., 12.00, and

10.42,

A.M.

8.25, P, M.

8.15,

Pp, M.

and 2.48, 6.4, and

STAGE CONNECTIONS.
[
Stages leave Center Harbor for Conway and White
Mountains, at 2, P.M., or on the arrival of the boat
that runs in connection with the 8.15 train from
;

Fridays

for

Lacosia
Alton,

in

Mondays,
season to

with trains for Boston and Portland.
:
JAMES T. FURBER,

Wednes:
connect

Gen. Supt.

EASTERN & MAINE CENTRAL R. R
Trains leave Dover for Bangor, Portland, Ports.
mouth and Boston at 6,40. 7.50, 10.50, A, M., and at

5,00,

P. M.,

t

‘

Leave Boston for Portland, Bangor and St. John,

the expiration
Each paper is

prepared for all the Sabbaths in the month.
thus avoid frequent renewals,

;

y
~ TRAINS FOR DOVER.
]
Leave Boston at 8.00, p. M., 12.00, M. 3. 15. and 5, i i ;
Leave Portland at 6.15, 9.10, A. M., and 3.15,
Leave Alton Bay at 6.35, A. M., 3.50, P. M.

RETURNING,— Leave

Let the orders for papers be given fox th
year, or
for the longest time that théy may Le walited, and

.

Leave

days and

yrépare students for college, and'every effortys made
0 do this in as thorough a manner as possible.
Exenses are moderate,
Send for cgi
ue.

JONES, Sec,

NE

for Laconia.

year,
Payment in advance,
The papers will be'discontinued®at
of the time for which they are paid.

‘AM,

is allofved on money
of thgse papers. .
Will be sent free on
y

Leave
Wolleborough
Tuesdays,
Thursdays
and Saturdays for Tuttonborough,
Moultonborough,
Sandwich and Cénter Sandwich.
Leave Alton Tuesdays, Thursdays and Saturdays

tre very important to students during their preparaory course. The speeial work:of the school is to

:

in all cases/in advance.
be pald by the pub-

Boston,

April 26, 1875.

SCHOOL.

N. H.
30 cts,
25 cts.

ARRANGEMENT,

and 5.15, p». M.

“The

anted,isim of Hannah Duston, and the
Indian Wars of New England,” a work of thrilling
B. B. RUSSELL.

PRINT-

" TRAINS FOR BOSTON.

the former, 4 ots., on the
!

agents for our new

published

Leave PORTLAND at 6,15, and 9.10, A. M., and 3.15, P.M,
Leave ALTON BAY at 6.35, A. M., and 3.50, P. M.

BAPTIST.

£

WwW

are

BAPTIST

AND

WINTER

Ad«

D, STEWART,
Dover, N. H.

Leave

particulars, apply to the Principal, or
E. COLES, Sec. Trustees,

NICHOLS

BOSTON

Thas little book has been revised bythe antnor,wds
been clothed in an entirely new dress, and presents
vols comely appearanee, It should be in every
aptis t family.
Let every pastor and church-mem
ber have a copy of this newly revised and useful
book. Price, in cloth, only 25 ats.; in paper covers

New Hampton, N. H., July 20, 1874.

[©

1

post-paid,
i

Spring Term closes Friday, April 9, 1875.
Vacation two weeks.
p

Summer Term begins Monday,

each,—payable
The postage will
lishers
No percentage
sent us for either
Sample copies
application.

'

and illustrated with

Walls

monthlies

FREEWILL

I. D.
WART,
Dover,
Single copy, per year,. - Ten copies, sent to one Suse

D. D.

It eontains 224 pages and large amount of interesting-and valuable matter, * that can be found no-

—

has always contributed to the support of the
Gospel as far as she was able,
She retained her
reasoning faculties wonderfully to the closing of
life, and departed in the triumphs of: faich,
She.

BAPTISTS,

By A. B. WILLIANS,

‘Vacation one week.
Spring Term begins Monday Feb. 1, 1875,

.

‘been a firm believer in the doctrine of the clenomination, has been a devoted Christian, and

.

ALSO CALLED

FREE

CHRISTIAN

HAMPTONINSTITUTION.

"

WIDOW
SARAH
STILLINGS
died in North
Berwick, 12 inst., aged 91 years and 6. months
She was the oldest person in town excepting
She Joie tha first F. Baptist church. that
one.
was organized in this part of the State, which
|, was about forty-five years ago. She has aware

THE

semi-

the

ING ESTABLISHMENT, are printed on
paper of a very superior quality, and
their mechanical excellence is equal to
that ‘of any
other paper
of their
class,
;
All communications
intended
for
publication should
be addressed to
* The Little Star,” or *“ The Myrtle,”
Dover, N. H.
2:
All orders and remittances for either
of the SEpets should be addressed to

HE leng-talked-of
and longdooked-for volumeot
History of the Free Communion Baptists has at
ast appeared, undex the title of

OF

Meetings

Now is the Time to Subscrsbe

These

SEMINARY.

associates,
|
Six regular courses for both sexes.
ten weeks
each.

Yearly

Dever, .N.H.

1874.

4

1.58

The location of this institution at Evansville, Wis.
is a beautiful one, being surrounded by a rich, productive, farming country.
The village of Evansville
can not be surpassed in the high moral tone of its in

A. B. MESERVEY,

Meetings,

Address

I. D. STEWART.

The Fall Term of the Theol
al School conmweet.
ed with: Bates College begins
ursday, August 20th.
For
} further information
Ormaks address
Sohn theFallPresident, Ox. 8,

Penmanship, fifteen lessons
1.50
Use of Instrument for practice, per term, 1.60
The Fall Term will open July 21st, and continu
fifteen weeks.
%
For Catalogue apply to
WM. REED, Sec.
Ridgeville, Ind., June 3, 1874.

. NEW

per hundred.

denominational statistics, including
the names of alt

THEOLOGICAL

TERM,

]

This Hétle annuad, in addition to the Calendar
found in all almanacs, eontains a vast amount of
churches,

at. 8.00, A. M.. 8.15, P.M

, and 12,00, midnight (Pullman

Sleeping car); and for Dover yia Portsmouth
at 8.00, tees

|

AMG

1230

and 4.49, PUM.

Leave Portsmouth for Pover at 7.15, 10.20, A, M.
and 3.06 and 7.00, P.M.
CHARLES F. HATCH General Managers

a

13]

¢
{|

i

Postace 2 cents per copy, 14 cents per dozen,

EXPENSES.

Tuition for term of fifteen weeks
Incidentals
100
Board, per week, in private tamilies,
3.25
Rooms for self-boarding trom $2 to $6 per term.
EXTRA CHARGES.
Instrumental music,twenty-four lessons$10.00

accomplishment of

FOR 1875."

Please send in your orders for the

; “LOCATION :
i
This school, pleasantly located in the Beautiful
Aalley of the Passumpsic, and Apon the lime of the
Conn, & Pass. River Railroad,
il
has already, under
its present e
Board of Instruction. aeguired |
a name ahd reputation second to no schoed of its
class inthe State; and the present offorts: of the
to place it upon a firm and substantial basis | a liberal endowment. I am happy to state; are"
with encouraging results.
For full particulars in regard to the Schoo? send
talogue,
LW.
ANBOKN, Bee's. Board:
of Trustees.
Lyndon Center. Vt..1874.
3

tra charge.

facilities for the

35637

SCHOOL.

fully taught as in Commercial Colleges, without ex

EVANSVILLE

.

200

Board from $3.00 to $3.50 in families; mv elubs at
lower rates, and rooms furnished for self-bogding,

COLLEGE

WEEK

Agents wanted everywhere. Business strictly legitimate. Particulars free. ' Address J, Worth & Co.

10.00

SO

3m40

$72.00 EACH

y
7.50
8.80
3 00

duced tuition.

&o.

Practical Course.

H

-

.

Real

ug. 25,1874.

A¥-Clergymen’s children and students relying on
their own exertions for an education, received at re-

"BATES

This Institution has three full courses of studies
viz: Classical, Scientific, and Ladies. It has also a

Short

<i

Chicago.

Loans Negotiated and Investments made.

-

-

-

words,—yet he was a reliable, every day
Chris~ Jot0ft prune op Organ {EXa),
tian. He wus a devoted husband, a kind father, | Voie! tivo
18 Tranny
and a good citizen. He will be missed not only | penmanship, 15 Lessons, ©

=

Estate Purclmged and Sold for Non-residents.
References given when desired.
.
£36

assistants.

.

-

-

BLOCK,

Or Room 4, 85 Devonshire Street, Boston.

en

.

14, SPEED

123 Dearborn St.,

VT.

Faculty :

eburch

PERRY & C0,

LOAN & REAL ESTATE AGENTS,

at

Secretary,’

INSTITUTION

CENTER,

Fins Soa

With more than 3000 Elegant illustrations; also oft
POTTER'S M AGNIFICENT EDITIONS
of Family Bibles. Superior to all others. For terms
address JOHN E. POTTER & CO., Pubs., Philad (0
phia.

men’s ave formed.

Pittsfield, Maine.

of Livingsto

5000

of
tin, Greek and Chemistry,
.
:
8 JORDAN ‘AM. Princi pal ‘of Normal De.
:
artment.
e!
Physics and Diactics.
» M188 PiRDA on: ICRERY, TD rocepions. French,
Geometry and Botany.
’
Wi
iY
Miss LAVINA H, HAYN&S, Normalclasses includ
ing Drawin,
Miss ELLA C. HURD. Music and Algebra.
M188 ANGIE E. HANSON, English studies.
Penmanship will be taught by an experienced
Teacher.
| No deduction for less than half a term, except on
account of sickness.
Half terms commence at the
beginning and middle of the term.
he price of board, in clubs, varies trom $1.60 to.
$2.00 per week.
Ladies’ clu bs as well as gentle
C

FALL

the

1875.

term’ commences April 19, 1873.
|. Summer
KINGSBURY. BATCHELDER, A. B., Principal

rates.
For further

-

Ww hich unfolds
A
the marvelo
d usus achiev: : ne,
\
od
thrilling experiences of a veritable Horo. os also the
varied w
h and curiosities of a most wonderful
count
try, We insué the most omic and ‘a
.
at: once.
re
an
publ ol
¢ “holcést nity Bibias extant, 0
a
rations, new
features
unequaled.
iculars address, HUBBARD
BROS 83 Wash.
nglon St.; Boston.
}
ay
;
B

PITTSFIELD, ME.

Spring term commences Feb. 1,

in Press,

Oue agent sold in one month, 501 copies of the

Furnishes Jollee Pr
ratory,
Nprmal, Academ
al and
Ladies’
ull course of sigdy. Terms, 10

there,
Thirty-one ears ago he removed his | Common English,
membership to the
F. B. church in Great Falls
Higher English, J
dnd contivued a worthy member until removed | Latin and Greek,
by death to the chureh triumphant.
Though he | French (exiwa), was modest and
retiring—a

Academies

Obituaries.

proper

ol ew NZ

begins

Danien T. Hin died in Great Falls, N. H.,
Oct, 19,1574, ot typhoid fever, after an illness of { With a full complement of competent
about two weeks, aged 52 years and 5 months.
:
rm
-Bro. H. embraced Christ in Strafford 37 years | Fall Term of 13 weeks,
begins Tuesday
ago and was baptized by Elder James Morrill
TUITION:

pale, nervous, feeble .and back-achy, with
only here and there a few noble exceptions
in the persons of the robust, boxom
adies

pro-]

no desire to be married, But it was thought

Sprin

J. 8S. BROWN, A. B., Principal.
Miss LizzIE CALLEY, Precepiress.

that place.

‘were grouped flowers«and trees; on the posed marriage to a Sout ny fu a very
Whitefield meant
latter were ‘perched quaint-looking
° birds, cool Manuer,—as though
all made of ice ind gayly paiuted, 80 as to a field of ire. He addressed a lefter to her
ame «
resemble nature,
The roof which sur- parents without cousulting the maiden, in
which
he
said
that
they
need
not
be
at
all
mounted the whole was flat, and surround.
PARTICULAR NOTICE! #ersons wishing obited by an ornamental balcony, decorated by afraid of offending him by a refusal, as he uaries published in the Morning Star, who do.
God he was quite free from the
statues , standing
upon
low
pedestals. thanked
Round the house was fixed an elaborate passion called love, Qf course the lady did not.patronze it, must accompany them with cash
railing, also of ice, which enclosed a broad not conclude that this field, however white, | o qual to ten cents a line, to insure an insertion.
space for walking.
In frontof this en- was the field for her. The well-known broth- Brevity is specially important, Not more than a
closure stood six guns, three on each side, ers, Jacob and William Grimm, were ¢x- ginglesquare can well be afforded to any single
They were of the size of four-pounders, ceedingly attached to each other, and bad
oy} ing of ice, they were only loaded with
. half a pound, and the balls which consisted

Principal,

ter Term closes March 9, 1875.

Wu. M. YEATES died in West Andover, Ohio,
Oct. 8, 1874, aged 73 years and 2 months.
He
was tuken with paralysis in Juouury, 1874, and
lingered till October.
Com.

relatives and friends

parent ice, cut i great masses from the
In olden times it was the fashion Yor a
frozen Neva, and brought up to the building-sile by means of cranes and pulleys. suitor to go. down on his knees to a lady
The single blocks jvere worked out fn the when he asked her to become his wife,
most accurate manner, and. adorned with whieh, with very stout gentlemen, was an
proceeding. The way in
various architectural decorations; when uncomfortable
two completed ones were to be placed up- which Daniel Webster proposed to Miss
The
on each other, water was first poared be- Fletcher was more modern, being .at the | called Dr.Pierce's Favorite Prescription.
time neat and poetic. Like many following are among those diseases in which
tween them, which, freezing, at once united same
them in a single mass.
Thus the whole other lovers, he was caught holding a this'wonderful medicine has worked cures
building seemed to be cut out of one. frozen skein of thread or wool which the lady had as if by magic and with a certainly never
Weak
whole, and the bluish tint of the pure ice been unraveling. t Grace,” said he, ** we before attained by ‘any medicines:
made it resemble one of those enchanted have been untying knots. Let us see if we back, nervous and general dgbility, falling
edifices carved out ofa single diamond, can tie one which will not untie in a lite- and other displacements of internal organs,
of which we read as children in fairy tales. time.” With a piece of tape he fashioued resulting from debility and lack of strength
The house, ‘properly so called, was forty- half a true lover’s knot, Miss Fletcher per- in natural supports, internal fever, congesput the seal to the tion, inflammation and ulceration and very
six feet long, eighteen brond, and twenty- fected it, and a kiss
many other, chronic diseases incid.nt to
ost men when they
one high. The front was divided by: pil- symbolical bargain.
lars inte compartments, in each of which *! pop” by writing are more straightfor- women, not proper to mebtion here, in
and matter-of fact. Richard Steele which, as well*as in the cases that have
was a window, the framework being paint- ward
|b een enumerated, the Favorite Prescription |.
ed gréen ; the Raves, also of ice, were as wrote to the lady of his heart: ‘Dear Mrs.
transparent and smooth as ground glass; Scurlock (there were no misses in those effects cures—the marvel of the -world.. It
you by that will not do harm in any state or. coadition
at night they were generally lighted up from days), I am tired of calling
the inside, and then the whole house was nawe, therefore say a day when you will | 0 f the system, and by adopting its use the
Your most devoted invalid lady may avoid that severest. of orilluminated by the softest pearly light. take that of madam.
servant,
Richard
Steele,”
She |d eals—the consulting of a family physician.
The center division looked like an entrance, humble
Favorite Prescription is sold by dealers in
and was richly decorated, the real inlets fixed the day accordingly, and Steeled her
Ruel
;
being at the back and consisting - of two name instead of her heart to the suitor. | medicines generally.
—

Collegiate

CALENDAR.

ter, until death removed him to the. ehureh trie
umpbant.
He
was a kind husband, a good
father, agreguble in his friendly intercourse and
a kind and obliging neighbor and citizen.” He
leaves to mourn their
loss a wife and two
sons,
D. A. MADDOX.

injustice to
civilization,
shame.
John

Worlds Dispensary, Buffalo, N. X., has
perfected, by the combination of certain
vegetable extracts, a natural specific, which
he does not extol as a cure-all, but one
which admirably fulfills a singleness of purpose, being a most positive and reliable
remedy for those weaknesses’ and complaints that afflict the women of the present
day. This patural specific compound
is

of Wooing."fc)

MOULTON,

Preparatory

Ladies’

Fall Term begin Aug. 26, 1874, Fall Term closes
Nov. 24, 1874.
inter Term begins Dec. 9, 1874. Win-

brethren. delin=

of the

bers, and, in Jove and faithfulness with the Mas-

the stain @ipon our flag, the
|! iberty, the crime of modern

peculiar

Curiosities

College
and

Miss 8. E. Randolph.
Mrs, J. Steere, (music.)..

be was esteemed,us a neigh-

EZRA D. SMALL died in Limington, Me., Nov.
29, 1874, aged 54 years and 6 months, Bro.
‘Small experienced religion mw yoiith, was baptized by Rev. Benjamin Manson
and united
with the Free Baptist church at South Limington, where he remained a faithful and much beloved
member, in harmony with every good
work of the church, at peace with all its mem-

into mighty bein
in the
Betetn i
n J
Poets, orators, rhetoricians, had passionately assailed slavery as the crime of the age,

marching on.

As a citizen

our hearts, and God grant a reunion of all above.

rola, Ile was the culmination of ‘an ‘ddea
that for twenty years had been
win

characteristic of the sex in days gone by.
By a very large experience, covering a pegret was added that the boy was too young | riod of years, and embracing the treatment
tor promotion.
i
of many thousands of cases of those ailments

It was made of the purest and most trans.

G.

furnishes
Scientific,

ASSISTANTS.
Mr. M. E. Burnham,

and

was

trust was in
God. May the words of counsel
j that dropped from his dying lips, long linger in

imagined,

when they saw the body of this strange,
brave old man in the hands of a cruel fate,

of his | civilization that

coatee. Several men were killed very near
him, but not the slightest change was perceived in his countenance or manners.
But no sooner were the colors struck than

the Principal,
1874,

INSTITUTE.

in Thorn-

Spring Arbor, Mich.," died Dec. 24, 1874, after
ten days’ illness of lung fever.
He leaves a wile,
two sons, and three daughters, with many other

abled him during the remainder of the action. While supporting
himself by the
railing which was placed
around the hatchway on the quarter-deck, an eighteen-

with

Miss Ellen Knowlton, Preceptress,

22

signs of
that of bis enemics.—Harper's

age, was knocked down by a splinterwhich struck bim . on the thigh, and dis,

Principal,

mires :

ELD 8 TREET, BOSTO! IN.

SEK,

P

March oS 1875. Spring term £10508 June 18 1575.
ter
Termof 13 weeks beging
Tuesda:
Dee. 1,
ton Gore. of which he remained a
worthy
mem|
Spring Term of 13 weeks begins Tucslay, Mar
ber, until called to Join the church triumphant. | 91374.
1875.
In 1846 he was chosen clerk, and in 1835
"For farther particulars address the Principal,
was
chosen deacon, which offices he faithfully filled.
North Scituate,
#9
tf 45
He was always coustant at church and took |
great interest in the Sabbuth school, where he
alwa§s helped as superintendent or tescher.
MAINE CENTRAL INSTITUTE,

Brown.

the de- following story is. told :
- he soul of John Brown that won it, that
the Vatican is quite as valuable as
“David Glasgow Farragut, a midship-|$ igoed the Proclamation of Emancipation,
of

ARTHUR

1874, of dropst of the chest, aged 65 years an
6 months,
He experienced religion when about
19 years of age, and was baptized by Eld. Thos.

was a kind busband and, indulgent father, but
we mourn not as those without hope, for we feel
our lossis his
gain, ' His end
ucefal, his

tainly the testimony of Bismarck to

years

Eiglish and

was

in the bereaved family but also in the whole
church and community.
He leaves a wife, three
children and a large circle of dear. relatives and
friends to mourn their loss
but they mourn not
as those without hope.
P. W. PERRY.

man on board the Essex, thirteen

HIS Iastitution
course of study,

enlisted in

DavID BOYNTON died in Thornton,

Sond
eS BARN Ee
NEW YORK, or 32 BROMFI

commence Mons

NORTH SCITUATE, R. I.

She had been a

now

A Notice CHAPRL EDITION.
“nH
Tunes” and CHEA® EDITIoN
of the +5
only”

SEMINARY.

LAPHAM

our Mission work, and she left 25 dollars for our
Foreign Missionto be ahproprised to aid in the
return of Sister Crawford,
M. H. TARBOX.

boils audibly,
laced ; sim-

he ten times the autocrat he is, who

Weekly. .

NORTHWOOD

The next term of ten weeks will
aa Aust 31,1874.
ILL
H. COTTON, A. B.,
competent Assistants.
The tuition will be as usual,
For farther
loulars address
| . Northwood idge, N. H,, Aug.5,

whose

different way, when a Jad. He was a mid- it the hesitating Lincoln, the reluctant
shipman when only eleven years old, and Seward, the timid conservatism of the
would not a handredfold rather intrust to served on board the famous Essex while it North, until it animated the war and made
his care the chances of political and relig- cruised about the Pacific seizin the British { the battle for the Union the battle for emanious liberty tham to the ancient and deadly whalers during the .war of 1812. Of his cipation, It was won—at how terrible and
foe of fi
,the Roman Church? Cer- conduct when the Essex was captured the dreary a cost we dare not say. ‘But it was

Were

the ministry
in view. For further information address the Prine
cipal or,
>
WARREN F088, Secretary.
Center Strafford, Jan. 18, 1875.
i

devot-

a kind and. loy-

for that hour mare than 40 years, and

urn

the emblem of American
Brown struck it with bis sword, and althe letter was | though be fell in the encounter, his memory
sent off in a hurry, and that we had some
un-'
|! ived. And when the war came—the

very pressing occasion for it.
The wax
told no tales. ”
This was before the day of envelopes.
Folding and closing a letter was then a
work of time aud skill.
_ Every one kuows the story of Admiral
Farragut’s having himself lashed to the

left a

has crept -insensibly into the pure religion
bor kind und obliging, as a Christian prayerful Sy
of tea,—and in this way cup after, cupof «and
hiss
usetul, his ‘house ever open to the weary
Fall term commences Avg. 17, 1874.
Rassin nectar is supplied.”
,pugrim.
Noone miss him as his family, for he ‘Winter term commences No Vv. 2, 1874.

therefore

Crown Prioce of Denmark to’ demand a
cessation of hostilities, in’ erder to spare

other messenger
was observed

is

N. H.

she

most (aithful Christian 43 years, and an. ornament to the church,
Among her last remarks,
was the statement that she had ‘been preparing

mering at the topof the charcoal,—although
this last is reallya heterodox practice which

When Lord Nelson gained the great vietory at Copenhagen,’ he silenced the land
batteriesby his broadsides; but he found

rather

water

that

in the cemetery

There it burns in its

and the little china teapot

Being

STRAFFORD,

REV, 8. C. KINBALL, A, M.,

with

esteem Sister B, stood high and who will mourn
for her as muchas any one. This death is the
8thin her family’ of 10, including
father and

there is

la rge

Cory.

|

AUSTIN ACADEMY, ~
CENTER

years she worked in a {amily of wealth in Bos-

in Russia is * tehai,’ so the first thing which

and the

Warren

with full
for both

:

BOWDEN.

she was a memberof the F. Baptist church in
Boston, and bad been for 30 years. For 27

and before

ativing

one sister
relatives to

Christian at the hee of eleven, wus baptized and
united with the
F. B. church. . When she died,

i on of pouring boiling water into the tenpot, would be to rob it of all its cheering
grace and to profane the ‘institution. The
somovar is essential to’ the ‘orthodox ractice of tea, and as the first word you learn
The

to’

ed member of the church ig P.,

To make tea in the vulgar fash-

the somovar.”

married

ay

Spring term, of11 weeks hoging Feb. 2nd.
Summer of 0. weeksbe; ns April
27th,
or,
particulurs,
address
J
ELIHU HAYES, Sec, Trustees.
W. Lebanon,

wile,

ing Wothep an affectionate Wife and as a neighbor beloved
by all. Her funeral was expressive
of deep grief,
J. H. DARLING.
LYDIA T. BRACKETT died in Waterville, Me.,
Jni12, 1875, aged 54 years, She became a

crossin
himself.
In the same way, not
a household, however] poor, is without a

eye on

a

" LEBANON ACADEMY.
E, PULSIFER B. P. Principal,
of teachers. 4 regular courses

sexes.

For months before her decease she hud suffered
from consumption, = slowly 2 foiching the

which the pious believeris never tired of

will strike your

leaves

who now walks life’s pathway sad and

the gilt images

room in Russia,

He

STEPHEN

verge of the tomb.

Ttganks with

‘go.

President.

widaw she afterwards was married to I.. Parish,

of Greek saints which are «found in the cor-

somovar,

to

was born in Ohio, but when a child moved

st e somovar. There is sométhing almost
sacred about the somovar in Russia. I
scarcely like to (alk about it amongst pro-

ners of every

ready

Fz- her parents to the State of Mich., where

rat and visible symbol of this institution

fane things.

one of

PHIDELIA PARISH diedin Porter, Van Buren
Co., Mich,, Nov. 12, 1874, aged 44 years. She

ul fomespondent of the. London Daily
News, writing {rom Nijoi Novgorod, says:
*¢ Tea- drinking, I have
d, is one of the
greatest institutions in
ussia; the out-

|

«+

vo W.ard

mourn their loss,

Or

is never quenched.

ed, and took measures to separate the further bloodshed. The letter being writschools from ecclesiastical control. The ten and meatly folded, Lord Nelson sent

Jesuits meanwhile were organizing. all
over Germany upon the principle that
State legislation in ecclesiastical
* matters
is not binding. The Bishop of Ermeland
declared that he would not obey the State
laws, if they touched the Church.
The
State stop
the payment of his salary,
and regarding the Jesuits as enemies of the
public | peace, expelled them from the
country. The Pope replied that the Roman
Church was persecuted, and that it alone
had the rightto fix. the limits between its
domain and that of the State. There could
be no more intoleruble doctrine; for under
the term morals the Church incliides all the
relations of men to each other, and asserts

to ye if ye would.”
Jog

This Institution offers to students Importan it dud
peculiar advantage
p
Sk
nformatio)

send for a ims to Hut ‘ary
REV. W, COLGROVE, AM

with the

and ih

daughter and son, an ‘aged mother,
and a large circle of more distant

Tea-drinking in Russia.

brazev tube,

the Govern- out that one or more of ‘his ships were in

‘Who is master in this State;

mentor the Roman Church‘?” The Government most properly decreed that ecclesiastics abusing the
ce to the disturbance
of good order should be criminally pnnish-

muckle obleeged
change, Li

writer and united

in Mercer,

and he wus

thee,

Jean," she replied, “ Man Jock, I would be

WEST VIRGINIA COLLEGE,
FLEMINGTON, TAYLOR CO., WEST VIRGINIA,

Th

his.reward on high, His sickness was short,
and his death was unexpected, but when the
messenger came his hope was like an anchor,

made of bronze or brass, with a tube runsands of persons, remained intact from the ping through the center,into which charcoal
beginning of January till the middle of the is placed. When the tea-hour arrives (and
month of
March, when the mild spring sun every hour is the tea-hour in Russia) the
undermined its supports, and slowly con- charcoal is lighted, rather should 1 say,
sumed its beauty .—Aunt Judy's Magazine. like the sacred fire of the Zoroastrians, it

nounced the refusal as an attack upoa faith, |

and their organ threstened- the Emperor
with the opposition of all good Romanists.

of art,

mous cost of which could only be justified
by the fact that it did good to many thou-

German war,the French expected the aid of
Catholic sympathy in Germany. No means’
were spared to excite it. ‘Lhe followers of
Luther were declared to be * the most
abandoned men in all Europe.”
A party
of the Roman clergy in Germany protested. The reply of the Vatican was excommunication, and a demand alt certain
Professors and teachers should be removed
by the State.
The Prussian Government

refused.

work

ing, ** I think, I'll” marry

rem

er nobly. Y 3

Its most useful and active memhers till called to

PF. B. wi

her willingness to obtain the right to. by
Duried near the beadlé’s relations hy uniting herself to shim in ‘wedlock. =A similar
unromantic view of the subject was’ taken
by another Scotch maiden: U
her loyer

iy

was baptized by the

there. “Would you Ike to lie there, Mary »’
Mary was a sensible lassie, and expressed’

:

A a,

inci

or yr hy
Hmpion 1166" Alc is mn oi.

made

the grimmest manner, He took
sweetheart into the graveyard, and, showing her
a dirk corner, said,
“1 ary, my folks
lie

blocks of

’

rn

e had been

the duties

Mrs, , “William 4 Ly in
was the one who popped the. | Bastion iy

game

Roman Church to represent
Government a8 Jerssouting and

EE
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